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Theme: "Enlarging the Service and Support of Negro Land-Grant
Colleges".

EW SERVICE DEMA DS FOR EGRO LAND GRANT COLLEGES
J. F. Drake, Alabama A. & M. Institute

The educational program at all levels remains one of the hi~h(Y
visible targets for frequent attacks of public critic!sm. Re_formers ~1th~n
and without the educational ranks continue to pomt out madequac1es m
the schools' curricula at all levels of the educational organization. It
was not to be expected that the land-grant college could escape this continuous ban-age of criticism. Among the thousands of unemployed . or
unsatisfactorily employed college graduates, there are many who give
vocal and written expressions of displeasure and disappointment with
respect to their education, and frequently indite their alma mater as the
chief contributing cause to their vocational difficulties.
Individuals responsible for the programs of the land-grant college
would be ·reluctant to accept full blame for the present situation affecting the social and economic life of this country. However, I am sure that
the presidents of these colleges are willing to admit the need for constant
revision of their curricula in the light of changing economic, social and
educational demands.
The central theme for this meeting: "Enlarging the Service and
Support of Negro Land-Grant Colleges" implies a recognition on the part
of these presidents of an immediate need for the expansion of the
services delegated to these institutions by federal and state authorities.
Any discussion of service demands for Negro land-grant colleges
must take into consideration the fact that no general statement can cover
the specific obligation or responsibilities of the individual colleges.
Such respon ibilities for service must be interpreted in terms of the
peculiar needs of the individual states. However, it is well to remember
that there are certain basic general needs common to all persons living
in every state.
The history of the establishment and development of the land-grant
college indicates that this institution was founded to meet a specific
ocial need. Speaking for the original bill in the 34th Congress, Mr.
Morrill explained: "One great object wa to arrest the degenerate and
downward system of agriculture . . . and to give to farmers and
mechanics that prestige and standing in life which liberal culture and the
recognition of the government might afford."
However, in answer to the frequent criticism that these colleges do
not confine themselves to their territory, early records also indicate that
it was not within the original purpose of the sponsors that the work of
these colleges should be restricted entirely to agriculture and mechanic
arts. Senator Morrill, peaking at the 25th Celebration of the passage
of the bill, proposed a larger service in his statement: "It would be a
mistake to suppose it was intended that every student should become
either a farmer or a mechanic, when the design comprehended instruction as any person might need with the world before him where to
choose."
Since the land-grant college is a large part of the general system of
higher education, ihe service demands upon thi type of institution cannot be segregated from ocial demand placed upon higher in titution
of learning by the American public. The functions of any social institu-
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tion must necessarily be influenced by the needs of the group by which
it is created and whose purpose it is designed to serve.
In such a rapidly changing period as we ar~ e?'J?eriencing todar,
neither the needs of the group nor the needs of md1v1duals can remam
static. These too must change and the nature of their changes are necessarily influenced by the constant changes affecting the entire social and
economic structure.
Upon the basis of the changes affecting American life, what are the
service demands upon higher institutions of learning. A recently popular approach to these demands is based upon a consideration of ~h.e a:eas
of living in which the individual must participate. Several class1f1cations
have appeared in current educational literature. One designates five
specific fields of social living for which the college must prepare the
individual, namely: home life, the field of earning, citizenship, leisure,
philosophy, and religion. A recent classification presented by the Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association lists
the four fields of self-realization, human relationship, economic effi•
ciency, and civic responsibility. Without any attempt to analyze or
justify these classifications which obviously include much that has been
presented in previously stated aims, the new service demands for the
college have their origin in these objectives.
Listed among the social and economic trends which make demands
upon the individual and having great importance for education, Schor!ing
and McClusky mention: (1) The widening gap between the wants of the
individual and his ability to satisfy these wants. This forces upon the.
college the responsibility for some type of consumer education through
which the individual may secure a broader knowledge of quality of products and their comparative value. (2) The influence of machines and
scientific techniques upon the number and types of occupations compel
schools of vocational interest and classification to consider these technical factors in selecting and organizing their curriculum content. This
consideration not only affects the instruction in vocational courses, but
also involves a consideration of trends in the various industries and occupations. (3) A third factor of importance to education is the shifting
character of the population. This factor necessarily affects the stability
of patronage for certain skilled trades, and makes imperative a broader
training and background which will enable the individual to adjust himself successfully in diffreent areas or localities.
In addition to these more or less general demands upon education,
a few specific service demands upon the Negro land-grant college can
be listed.
It has been implied in this paper that the first responsibility of a
land-grant college is service to the citizens of the state in which it is
located, and from which it draws its support. The rapidly changing
social and economic conditions within the state emphasize the need for
fresh vital facts concerning its resources, its people, its social institutions, and other factors affecting life within its borders. Although much
general information may be secured from other sources, no agency seems
better circumstanced to locate facts, to analyze facts and give them
specific meaning as they relate to Negroes than the Negro land-grant
college. It is this institution especially in this present crisis that should
keep its finger on the pulse of economic conditions . It should keep itself
informed concerning the availability of educational opportunities in the
various .sections of ~he state. Through some of its many agencies, facts
~oncernmg occupai10nal opportunities, especially in fields employing
its graduates, should be assembled, kept up to date, and made available to the school community and to the general public. If any one feels
t~at this program is too presumptuous or that it infringes upon the terntory of t~e gra~uate school, I haste_n to add that the process can be
made relatively simple and need not mvolve the more technical phase
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or procedure of 1·esearch. The point is made that ~t will meet the ur~ent
demand for facts upon which the school should build, develop, and adJust
its program .
.
A secon<l service demand for the Negro land-grant college mvolves
the expansion of the scope of its respon ibilities to its. on-campus
student body through curricula adjustments and the estabhshmei:t ~nd
development of a student-personnel division .. If we accept sel~-reah~ation
as one of the aims of education, the mcdmm through ':"h1ch th_1s objective can be continued in the college must. be a f~nctional ~uidan~e
program. This program should include educatJ~nal gu1dan_ce, gu1danc~ m
lmman relationships, and guidance in the selection of a SU(table voc~t1on.
To meet this demand, the college, must develop for 1ts_elf su1t:ible
measurerncnt.s or acquaint itself with existing 1'1:ea_s~rmg dev1~es.
Through careful use of these devices by capable md1v1duals makmg
allowances for "probal:le error" the student should be assisted in unde~standing himself, his abilities, his aptitudes, and his interests. This
should assist him in selecting his educational program, in choosing and
preparing for his vocation, and in properly adjusting himself to his
variou social relationships.
Since so much of the time of every individual is consumed by some
sort of human relationship of nearness, relationship of thought, relationship of experience vicarious or real, and with the weakening of
other social agencies which formerly provided training for this responsibility, upon the ccllcge is placed the re ponsibility of providing a testing ground where the training in self-realization which should have begun in the high school can continue and further develop. Various experiments are being tried by different institutions. The house plan at
Harvard University, and the college plan involving housing technique at
Yale University are examples of serious attempts of larger colleges to
provide uitable environments where traniing in these relationships
can be secured.
In set.ting up curricula to meet this demand of self-realization, the
land-grant colleg~ is faced with the problem of providing common integrating coursrs while at the same time it is providing courses emphasizing specific vocational ends. The frequent apologetic attitude
of land-grant college administrators with respect to vocational education
doc not seem justified neither does it necessarily follow that because
these schools are vocational, there is no place for courses designed to
increase the individual's general knowledge. The student of this college
needs to increase his ability to synthesize fragmentary knowledge which
has often been presented to him in unrelated segments during his high
school years, to get a matured world view of the basic field of culture,
and th1·ough it all, to develop uch habits of thinking and working that
will carry over into his field of specialization.
If it is proved that such general knowledge is an important factor
in the education of the individual, certainly one of the new service demands upon the Negro land-grant college is that its officers shall be
conversant with the philosophy and principles underlying this practice,
and shall have a sound critical basis for judging its value and its practicability in connection with land-grant curricula.
With re pect to the vocational a pects of the curricula, the rapid
mechanization of processes, thP dying out of certain hand trades, and
the rapidly changing proces es of others must have meaning for the
land-grant college, and present a need for special types of services. In
the first place there i the need for a critical appraisal of the vocational
offerin~ of the college in _te1:ms of occupational opportunities within the
state first, and second w1thm the country at large. With respect to
teaching t~chniques, the inst.ability of vocational practice and the tendency for mdustry to attempt to train its own worker , seem to justify
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more attention to the broad general principles of the trades with less
attention to specific techniques: since machines and techniques in certain
vocations change so rapidly. The graduates of the vocational courses in
addition to their specific skill must also possess the ability to sense
and interpret vocational trends; the ability to adapt themselves to frequent changes within their respective fields and the ability to understand
the basic principles of the machines and tools of their trade. Various
adaptations of the curricula and practice must be the media through
which the college meets this new demand.
Records in every college reveal a large percentage of drop-outs
between the freshman and the senior year. Lack of finances, inability to
carry the program, lack of interest and unsuitability of program are
some of the contributing causes to this high rate of mortality. In addition, out in the state, there are large numbers of persons unsuited for
the four-year college cun-iculum, or without interest in the college
courses as they are now planned. A new service demand upon the landgrant college is to provide courses of non-degree character for these
special groups. Several institutions are meeting this problem thl'ough
short courses whose contents are planned to meet the specific need of
the special group and occur at such periods during the school year that
are most convenient for the enrollees.
The possibilities of extension work in land-grant colleges have not
been fully explored although much needed \vork has been done in rural
areas among farmers and their families through the agricultural ext<'nsion program. A demand for continuation of courses for persons engaged
in mechanical pursuits or in domestic and personal service is yet to be
met. In schools located in or near urban centers, there are excellent
opportunities for continuation of classes among the employed.
The field of adult education, however, has not been fully covered
when only vocational courses are provided. Hundreds of men and women
seek an opportunity to extend their knowledge in general fields, to
pursue some cultural interest, or to develop some new skill or hobby
for the pleasure of enriching their leisure hours. As the people's
college, the land-grant college with its equipment, library facilities1
and well trained staff may well consider this demand for a new type of
service which gives evidence of great possibilities in certain areas and
may serve as means of creating a greater spirit of cooperation between
college and community.
The responsibility of the college to its students does not end with
the students' graduation.
The placement bureau affords a medium
through which the college can provide a follow-up service to its graduates. Accurate information with respect to employment possibilities
in various fields and a good system of personnel record of the graduates
are essential features of this service. A variation of this service which
offers possibilities for some colleges is the work study plan patterned
along the lines of the Antioch Plan.
There is also a ·new service demand of the Negro land-gl'ant college
in ~h~ field of citizenship training. This demand involves more specific
tram11:ig for the stu~ents and also off-campus groups in the wise and
eff~ct1v_e use of the. instruments of citizenship and for a wider participation m the operation of the government of which the individual must
be a part.

!

'.f~e de1!1-ands whci~
:iiave discussed are connected largely with
spec1f!c services ~o the md1v1dual. There is a final service more directly
affect1_ng gr?UP hfe as a w~ole which may be included-the demand for
t~e stimulat10n of commumty leadership. Accepting the general principle tha~ the real lea~e_r mu~t ,come fro!11 within the group, the college
through its more specific trammg technique should be able to a sist in
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the location of desirable leadership traits in local individuals, and. in
focusing the attention of th~ group upo_n those problems, the solution
of which will benefit the entire commumty.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE NEGRO ON RELIEF TO EDUCATION
W. R. Banks, Prairie View State College
The United States Census reports as many as 11,891,143 Negroes
counted in 1930. As a matter of fact, no one has ever made an accurate
count of all the Negroes since 1870. This population number represents
an increase from 4 80,009 in 1870, in spite of poor health kno'v:ledge
and facilities; the lack of proper sanitary environments ; food_ madequate both in quantily and quality; insufficient clothi_ng and m1sera?le
housing conditions. This population growth was not influenced by immigration so much as by the law of normal birth rate. If the 1!1-uch
debated Socialized Medicine becomes a reality and should the national
and local programs for the improvement of human health conditions
succeed, in even a reasonable degree, we may anticipate a definite upswing in the Negro's numerical quota in the nation's population. The
fact that thi increase in population has steadily kept pace with the
years, and at the same time maintained an abnormal mortality record,
was o sufficienlly important that Dr. S. J. Holmes has given serious
attention to it in his recent book entitled "THE NEGROES' STRUGGLE
FOR SURVIVAL." On this subject he points out the fact that "the
Whites may be led to consider seriously the problem of population control." It would be wise to keep definitely in our thinking soir,-e of the
questions raised in this remarkable book for we shall be brought to experience the force of their significance in the next two decades.
The 1930 Census Report discloses information that the number of
Negroes 10 years of age and over was 9,292,556. Of this number 5,503,535 were gainfu1ly employed. It further reveals, on this point, that
approximately 80 per cent of the gainfully employed Negroes were
found principally in two definite labor areas, namely: (1) Agricultural
pur uits. (2) Domestic and personal service and common labor.
Obviously then, the jobs of this vast army of workers fall significantly into the ranks of unskilled workers, and in consequence they become the recipients of the !owe t wages. This wretched income level
keeps these workers on the border line of bare subsistence. The mass
of workers in the unskilled groups do not fall heir to the benefits of
recent social legi lation; they are left out of those powerfully organized
labor movements that not only reap the cream of the wages but wield
untold influence in the election of law-makers and have much to do in
shaping public opinion in the behalf of important legislations.
Seriously, then, the gravest problem that haunts the Negro people
today is a JOB, a job, which must yield such an income that will insure
proper food, adequate clothes and a decent and respectable place in
which to lay their heads.
In the period of depression the Negro laborer was among the first
of the groups victimized by the impact consequent to the dislocation of
industry, the collapse of tenancy and the advance of technology. These
factors in our economic structure sent millions of black workers suddenly to the ranks of the unemployed and the relief rolls appeared showing them numerically out of proportion to the population, when compared to other groups. It has been variously estimated that one-fourth
of the Negro population of America is on and subject to relief, compared
to one-seventh of the Whiles. In 1933, the range of Negroes on relief
in states was form 4.3 % in Virginia to 38 % in Ohio. In cities with
populations over 50,000 the disproportion of Negroes on relief is even
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more amazing. In Richmond, Virginia 10-7 % of the egroes were on
relief compared to 3.7'/< of the Whites, while in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
43.4</, of Negroes on relief compared to 15.7 '1< White. Alfred Edgar
Smith of the W. P. A. commenting on those factors responsible for the
disproportionate number of Negroes on relief, made this observation :
"Negroes are concentrated in those economic groups which have contributed heavily to the relief rolls such as unskilled labor and domestic
service workers."
To bring within the circumference of this discussion all of those
Negro workers who have felt the brunt of the economic repercussion, it
is necessary to extend its radius and plot the areas in which most
Negroes are suffering, including these logical groups, namely:
1. Those who are already on relief.
2. These -who are eligible for the relief rolls, but who present
conditions p1·eventing them from becoming clients.
On this point, Bruce L. Melvin has pointed out: "That Negro
families and consequently Negro youths, were probably
discriminated against by local relief officers."
3. Those who are on the Border Line. There is a tremendously
large group of Negroes whose income level is far below the
point of a decent living. Too frequently, they have to exist
on much less than those on relief.
When we bring into the picture these groups-those on relief; those
who are eligible for relief; and those who are in sight of relief, or on
the Border Line-it is safe to conclude that one-half of the present
Negro population in America is seriously and definitely involved in
any discussion of relief.
All available data show that a majority of the relief candidates have
low scholastic standing, around the sixth grade. The Biennial report
of the United States Office of Education released these interesting facts
for 1933-34:
1. The enrollment of Negro pupils in the public schools in 18
states from ages 5-17 years was 2,430,098.
2. This enrollment was taught by 55,200 teachers.
3. Only 78 % of this enrollment was in regular daily attendance.
4. There were 574,002 who did not attend school.
5. That 70.4 '1< of the total scholastic population was fo und in
the first four grades.
The Crisis Magazine, in its August 1938 issue, gave this information concerning the college education and attendance of Negroes : (1)
Number of Negro students enrolJ.ed in all colleges in the long session
1937-38 was 24,886. (2) Number receiving degrees-Bachelors, Masters,
Doctor of Philosophy and Divinity was 3,079.
In time of confusion, distress, tension, doubt, social and economic
upheavals it is but natural for people to accuse, point out causes, and
place responsibilities regardless of circumstances and factors in the
equation that affect the problem.
Hence, in this crisis educational
system~ and curricula have not escaped the fluent tongu~s trenchant
pens, and accusing finger of the critical. What is the obliga'tion of the
school _to t~e social orde_r?. _This q_uestion must be answered courageously, mtelhgently, and Jud1c10usly 1f our present educational system is
to be s_ucc~ssful and ~!aim the confidence and respect of the layman.
The obJectives and chief concern of education should be more than the
mere literacy _of the people. Any educational system that does not
subtend and vitally aff~ct e_very wo!t~while_ and fundamental principle
of complete and I?roduct1v~ life and hvmg fails essentially in its primary
purpose. Education that 1s worth more than "a snap of a finger" must
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come to grips with the needs and the problems of the people; it n~ust
walk all the way with men and make them worthy of home and society
membership.
. .
The challenge of the egro on Relief, those who are eligible f?r
relief and those on the Border Line, in the light of the data presented m
this discussion, definitely points out these needs:
1. Need for economic and social security.
2.
eed of an alert educational leadership; the ~eyelopment
of a technique for making institutions more sens1t1ve of and
responsive to social needs, soc_ial ai:id phy~ic~l _health; wholesome family and human relattonsh1ps; a Jud1c1ous system of
educational and vocational guidance; racial pioneering on
new occupational frontiers .
8. Need of a more definitely organized program for the expansion of Negro business with the purpose of increasing ~he
number of employes; co-ordinated efforts of social
agencies in the improvement of community life; provisio~s
for the extension of practical courses in school, and Umt
and Short courses for OUT of school youths and adults.
4.
eed of developing a keener appreciation for labor movements especially organized labor; the strength and power of
collective efforts and interests; functional undrestanding of
our government in all of its relations; the power of the ballot as a weapon of defense for a struggling people in "the
pur uit of life, ]iberty &nd happiness."
5. Need of a definite educational philosophy as broad as
humanity; a dynamic curricula growing out of the needs
and p1·oblems of a people in a changing social order.
AND FINALLY: If this challenge is succes fully faced and satisfactorily handled, this group of egro land-grant colleges must, in a
large measure, courageously capitalize their resources 'and opportunities,
in making available a dynamic and functional program of education that
shall sub tantially aid in lifting this helpless and unfortunate mass of
our people to higher levels of economic and social efficiency.

THE URGENT ED CATIO AL DEMA DS OF EGRO RURAL LIFE
J. B. Watson, A., M. & . College
POOR SCHOOLS: Rural schools for Negroes in the major part of
the South are not interesting and inviting. The rural schools, with very
few exceptions, mean very little to the rural children. They drop out
of school early, they loaf on the hill ides or around the country tore
because the chools are dull, drab and uninteresting.
The schools are taught after the traditional fashion of sixty years
ago-take in at a certain hour, turn out at another certain hour, hear
the children recite, a little colding or ome other punishment when
they can not work the sums or spell the word a signed or read the
as igned reading le on with some fluency. They still confine themselves
to book . They keep the school detached from the farm and the home.
The children take nothing from the school by which the living conditions at horr.e might be improved. They go horn each day with the
ame unbathed, un anitary and unhealthy bodie and uncleaned teeth .
The geography les on is to tell where the Mississippi River ri e and into
which body of water it flows. Such is the description of most of the
teach in& in the rural chool at present.
Also, there are poor school houses, uninviting premises, nothing
about the school to arouse the child's curiosity. The teachers are poor.
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Some of those who have gone through our colleges four years are 3:mong
the poorest of the teachers in the rural schools . I ~now a plantati_on of
more than two hundred families and more than five hundred children
of school age on which there is one little school house in which _sc~ool
is kept five months in the ye~r- T~ere are two teachers. The prmc1pal
receives $50 per month and his assistant less.
Schools and educational programs for the Negr()I in the South have
improved materially in the cities, but the schools for the masses of the
Negroes who live in the country districts, in fact and for all good purposes have improved very little. In most Plantation sections schools for
Negrbes are mere excuses. They are kept going a little while in the
year mostly for appearance and to save the face of the administrators
of the schools. Even where there are good buildings erected largely
through the philanthropy of Mr. Rosenwald, the work in these buildings
is poor.
Incompetent and disinterested teachers are employed at a
starvation salary.
A painstaking study by the teachers in the Arkansas State College,
covering a year, shows that much more than fifty per cent of the schools
in Jefferson and adjoining counties in • Arkansas have made no improvement apparently in the past quarter century. The most interesting thing
about them is the children's play period in which the teachers have no
part. In most cases the poor school buildings are poorly kept. The
children, many of whom had come from very poor homes, come to a
school even poorer in most respects than the homes they had come from.
The teachers never go into these homes and some of them keep the same
typ of home as these poor children's parents keep. In every community
there are some exceptions, but the exceptions in almost every community
are very few.
Our teachers in making this study went in groups of two or more.
they arrived at the school before opening time and stayed, in almost
every case, until the students were dismissed in the late afternoon. In
most cases they came back feeling themselves condemned that these
conditions could exist in the immediate neighborhood of our college.
Our college is nearly seventy years old.
I believe a similar study by any of our colleges would find the colleges condemned. But there is tradition still behind all this. The colleges have been spending most of their time recently in primping up
their own little intellectual "doll house" and catching up with the great
colleges all over the country in the matter of enrollment, football,
student secret societies, dances and every kind of promenade-so it goes
with a few of the obstacles in the way of progress in our country schools.
If I were asked to prepare a course of study for the country schools
for our race, the first thing I would seek would be a law requiring every
child to spend at least a third of the day doing something with the
hands. All would learn the facts about seed beds, seeding and cultivating gardens. The boys would learn the facts-scientific and practicalabout gross farming. The girls would learn the facts about good housekeeping.
The girls would be taken into nearby homes, as a practical demonstrat)on, to observe them and to clean them if necessary. These demonstrat10ns would be made from the poorest tenant cabin up to the land)ord's horn~. Sanita_tion, health, disinfecting, scrubbing, dusting, cleanmg,, cle~nmg, cleanmg and more cleaning would be the daily subject.
The subJect of health must be given full in every class.
Th_e boys would be taken to every sick animal in the community if
the ammal could not be brought to the school. The animal would be
brought to the school if possible, for the school is the center of activity.
The boys would be taught about the diseases most common to farm
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animals and the remedies. Also, they would study the useful art of
castration, spraying and breeding of farm animals.
It will be noticed that most I have suggested can be done without
much outlay of capital. But there would be a shop, if but a small, cheap
shop, where the boys and girls would learn the use of tools. They would
make things for the farm and home-learn how to make, mend and care
for things used every day about a farm home.
Every child would study the insects and know the animals common
to the country- the useful and the destructive ones-and how to deal
with them. In later years they might learn words, entomology and
zoology, and that they had put facts before the name.
The primary children would be taken into the woods and fields f1:equcntly. Early in life they would learn the names, and songs and habits
of all the birds. The flowers that greet them every morning on the
roadside they would know by name and habit. Early in life they would
learn that a tree is not just a tree, a forest just a forest, a field just a
field, and a stream only a stream. And thus early would I begin my
. teaching about conservation.
Just now-about six years ago - we have begun to disturb ourselves about saving' our heritage in the great natural wealth which we
have been wasting recklessly for hundreds of years. It is better late
than never, but we are late in trying to teach conservation to a person
who has spent the first quarter century of his life or more in ruthless
wastefulness.
I would have a high school for the country children that would
prepare them for complete living with no thought of college or university.
Ninety-nine per cent of the Negro children in the country, for years to
come, will not even think of going to college. For that matter, every
high school should prepare its students for complete living. They should
go out of the graduating class prepared to step into some job or position in which they would find themselves immediately capable.
In the high school I would have a very flexible curriculum and
would not require them to study Geometry, Algebra,, Latin, French or
German. Those who are found capable of more advanced study and who
desire to go to college might select sufficient of these subjects as to
provide them with college entrance.
The question now is squarely before the South of making it large
body of Negro citizens capable of making a definite contribution to the
country's welfare. We make up such a large part of the population as
to 1:riak~ our poverty a definite drawback; while our intelligent participat10n m the South's production and conservation could be made a
definite asset. Our buying power, our ability to own a home, to pay
taxes and to conserve the South's wealth would soon show on the credit
side-if only we had good, sensible, country schools and good, sensible,
and industrious teachers in these schools.
. 9ur hope for improved tenancy, share cropping and farm ownership
hes m the country schools. 'We must train up an intelligent generation
before we can make desired progress in production and conservation.
Ignorant people can not improve our farming. An ignorant man can
not be made to buy land and own a home.
S~ty per cent of the Negroes of the South depend upon farming
and th!l'ty per cent depend upon some kind of service. The future of
the South, regardless of what we might wish or try, depends very largely
upon the thrift and intelligent training of the large body of our people
who are, and will remain, on the farm. The commerce and trade of our
towns and cities must depend in no little measure upon their thrift, earning power and buying power.
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Shall 8 000 000 rural Negroes in the South remain here to bless it
~r only incu'.mb~r it. The answer must be found in the schools.
It is the solemn duty of the Negro colleges of the South to prepare
teachers for the schools for the masses. Most of them must be trained
by the land-grant colleges. The millenium for the struggling South will
not begin to appear so long as this great mass of black citizens is so
poor and so ignorant about the simple and essential elements that go
into the makeup of a useful life.
"Learn to do by doing," said Booker T. Washington. "Make the
child own something," he said. "Teach him the love and joy of security
in ownership by actually owning something. Give the child a pig or a
cdf for his very own."
It is no wonder that Tuskegee in fifty years grew from a little log
-cabin school where all the children spent at least half the day doing
things for themselves and with their hands, into the colossus that it is
now. May God help it to stay by its own tradition and not run off after
the "jack o'lantern" as most colleges will do.
A good school depends most of all upon a good teacher. District
trustees are not interested in good teachers, as a rule. They save money
by hiring incompetent teachers. Negro teachers in the country are frequently appointed for sentimental reasons. Their parents are well
liked. The mother cooks for a trustee, and in some instances the teachet
is hired who will give back part of his or her salary. Where the trustees
have begun asking for good teachers, a good teacher can not. afford to
work for the salary they offer.
The salary. I believe, for rural teachers, excepting the principal,
is frequently between $24 and $40 per month. The exception is $50 and
l60 per month. When a teacher has paid for her living expenses she has
very little left with which to clothe herself and to improve her knowledge
of teaching.
Just a few states in the South have provided for consolidated school$
for Negroes with bus transportation.
These poor rural schools for egroes, of course are due first to the
unfair division of school monies. School authorities still actually believe that Negroes should be given school funds in proportion to the
taxes they pay. A White child 'whose father has never paid a dime of
taxes in his life has the same facilities for schooling as the richest child
in the community, so the attitude toward provision for Negro schools
is based on race entirely.
CURRICULA FOR COUNTRY SCHOOLS IS POOR: Our country
chools are awed by learning curricula worked out up town in laborious
conferences. Nearly every one of our modern schemes requires so .much
book learning; so many calories, so many vitaminesi-a pinch of this
and a pinch of that. It is all over the heads of the children and most of
our teachers. The poor teacher worries herself into a headache trying
to follow out the learned precepts of her college training, instead of rolling up her sleeves and tackling the problems.
If this is an indictment against our country school system and
practice it is nothing more than everyone present knows. It has become
a tradition and so we have forgotten it and simply have given ourselves
over to the routine. It is so easy to follow routine-it 'requires no effort. It i so easy to follow fixed habits.
Edu_cati?n must hav~ a_ reasonably secure economic background.
Everythmg m our rural districts must rely upon farming for its support.
Our ~cho<?ls teach almost 1;1othing. about farming. What is taught about
farmmg 1s taught by unmterestmg and disinterested teachers and
leaders. Everything is just a little routine gone over and over again in
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the same fashion and with the same worn out precepts. The children
yawn while listening.
The school must be a work house and not a dull place for the repetition of creeds. The children want to learn to . do something with their
hands, to know more about how they might stop the gullies that erode
the farms, how they might improve their corn and cott~n and vegetable
gardens to know something of the best way of preparmg the land for
the next crop, to know something about marketing and the commercial
markets for crops.
There is no shop in which they might learn how to make and replace farm tools. They wish to know something about the insects that
destroy their crops and how to control them. AIi this is vastly more
important to them than •the trials · of George Washington at Valley
Forge or even Abraham Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation. If they
have a teacher who knows how to open up their little minds they will
learn how to phrase verbs the more easily. But these things about
farming never even pass through the mind of the principal of the school.
Our schools would do far better if the children had a chance to do
the things and to learn things that are close at home with them every
day. Half of the time of the pupil could well be spent at doing things
and some of them would well spent by far the major part of all their
day in school in digging in the ground or working in the workshop and at
elementary entomology where he could learn scientifically about bugs
and worms he has seen all his life. With this type of country school
we would not have to drive the children in-rather, you would have
difficulty in keeping them out.
FARM TENANCY: Farm tenancy should be improved so that the
tenant would net more in the future. The education of attitude toward
employer and employee has not made satisfactory progress. Landlords
and employers are slow in responding to social changes and social needs.
They continue the practice of getting all they can out of their employees
without much reference to the employees best interests and needs. The
que tion of housing has been considered seriously by only a few landlords. Health and sanitation have received minimum attention.
I said a little while ago that the only dependable background for our
country schools is the improvement of our agriculture. Farmers in
general know so little about farming and, in the South, in the best and
t!ie richest sections they know very little indeed. The Negro cares very
little about the land because the land means nothing to him excepting
to get all out of it he can now. The land does not belong to him and he
see no way of owning it.
. LA D MONOPOLY: The monopoly in land ownership in the
richest parts of the South is hurtful not only because it stands in the
gateway to individual home ownership but because the land is controlled
by_ a~ interest a~d tradition that are against all reason and all economic
prmc1ples of social well-being. Land exploitation will continue as long
as the v_ast 1:11asses of the farmers are ignorant and as long as a few
mon?pol!sts m the _country endeavor to put every possible cent of pro
duct1on 1_n the profit column. In this the landlords themselves show a
type _of ignorance that is appalling because of its long reach and destructive effects on our agriculture.
We should have an educational program which would amount to
propaganda to_ foc_us attention to the economic fact that the well-being
of a commumty 1s dep_endei:it upon the well-being of the masses of
peopl~. Many !andlords mtel11gent on nearly all other questions seem to
be blmd to this fact._ Therefore, the landlord becomes involved in debt,
then cross and unsociable, and then bankrupt. "The richest land and the
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poorest people" is no economic incident, it is the logical outcome of
the practice of all of us in the South.
.
FEDERAL AID: The country school needs better support. It
seems finally that for any substantial increase for the support of
Negro country schools we must look to the Federal Government. All
Negro organizations should unite in a strong appeal to the present administration for direct help from the Federal Government for the rural
children. A strong pull, a long pull, and all pulling together.
Also, this organization and all similar organizations of Negro
leaders should form a committee, both large and strong, who at their
own expense, if necessary, would camp on the door steps of the White
Rouse. There has been too much writing and talking, too much pussyfooting in this appeal for our poor children. The President and the
Congress will hear us if they find out that we are inHirested and in
earnest.
The final remedy, however, is in home ownership. The school, the
home, and the church must invite the people back to the farm. In the
past forty years our poor country schools, our poorhouses, and our
dull and faded country life have driven the people away from the country
into the cities to complicate the housing and every other social problem
there.

A

OUTLINE OF THE PROVISIONS OF SEN ATE BlLL S. 419*
R. B. Atwood, Kentucky State Col!eg~
3rd Session
75th Congress
s. 419
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
January 5 (Calendar Day, April 19), 1938
Ordered to Lie on the Table and to be Printed

AMENDMENT
(In the nature of a substitute)
Intended to be proposed by Mr. Harrison and Mr. Thomas of Utah
t? the Bill (S.419) to promote the general welfare through the 2.ppropriat1on of funds to assist the States and Territories in providing more effective programs of public education, viz : in lieu of the matter pro•
posed to be inserted by the Committee Amendment insert the following:

Title I-GRANTS TO STATES FOR THE IMPROVEME T OF
PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY S HOOL
PART !.-GENERAL FEDERAL AlD
T~ lessen inequalitie~ ~f opportunity for elemenatry and secondary
education among and w1thm the states there are specific sums to be
appropriated** for making payment to states:
A. Which have through their Legislatures accepted the provisions
of the Act.
B. Which. h~ve submitted, and had approved by the United States
Comm1ss10ner . of Education,*** State plans for the improvement of publ~c elem~ntary and secondary education.
(Any
such plan which fulfills the conditions specified in Section 2
below shall be approved by the ommissioner.)
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ST ATE PLA S FOR THE IMPROVE 1E T OF
PUBLIC ELEMENTARY Aro SECONDARY SCHOOLS
A state plan for the fmprovement of public elementary and secondary schools must provide:
A. That the state treasurer serve as trustee for funds apportioned to the state.
B. A method of apportioning such funds among local school
jurisdictions within the state that will most effectively lessen
inequalities of opportunity.
C. In states where separate schools are maintained for separate
races, an equitable apportionment of such funds for the benefit
of schools maintained for separate races (without reduction
of the proportion of the state and local monies expended for
schools for minority races).
D. That the state educational authority administer the plan in the
state.
E. In all cases where such fund are to be used for vocational training in connection with commercial, trade, industrial, or any
other wage earning employment of that type, for the maintenance of adequate safeguards against the industrial and commercial exploitation of children and youth.
F. Conformity to the minimum labor standards established by the
committee,
G. So far as feasible, general provisions designed to bring about
improved coordination between the schools and other public
agencies concerned with the education, health, welfare, guidance, and recreation of children and youth, especially public
agencies maintained in part through federal grant.
H. For an adequate system of auditing by the state educational
authority and an adequate system of reporting by the local
school areas.
I. That the state educational authority report to the Commissioner
concerning expenditure of funds and the progress of education
in general (the form of report to be determined by the Commissioner).
AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS
Amounts appropriated shall also be available for all types of current operating and maintenance expenses and without limitation expenses for activities now carried on:
A. School library service, including salaries, books, periodicals,
library supplies, equipment.
B. Health, welfare and recreational activities developed by local
state, national agencies as found in the public school.
C.
ur ei·y schools and kindergartens.
D. Services for handicapped pupils.
E. Eudcational and vocational guidance activities developed under
community plans.
F. Vocational education.
G. Technical and vocational institutes and other educational pro~ra!fls primarily for youth under twenty years of age including
Jumor college but not normal school.
H. Part-time, civic, vocational, and general adult educational and
recreational activities under the auspices of public school
systems.
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Transportation of pupils, and scholarships for pupils up to
nineteen years of age (state to determine who is eligible for
scholarships).

APPORTIONMENT, PAYMENT, AND AUDITING
The Commissioner shall determine the educational need of each
state in terms of the number of inhabitants five to nineteen years of
age, inclus ive:
A. Due consideration shall be given to factors outside state control which may cause a given educational program to cost more
in one community than another (such factors as sparsity of
population and cost of living to be considered.)
B. Shall certify annually an estimate of the financial ability of
t h e respective states to support education to be made beginning
1939.
C. Shall estimate financial ability according to uniform procedure
applied to all states.
D. Shall take into account
1. The revenue that can be raised in a state from a uniform
tax plan.
2. The income and wealth of the citizens.
3. The amount of retail sales.
4. The total population, rural and urban.
E. Shall for each state
1. Determine the relative financial need.
2. Apportion funds.
3. Certify apportionment to the Secretary of the Treasury
the amount to be paid in four equal installments (the
state education authority to requisition funds).
E. And, if any portion of funds are expended by any state contrary to provisions or otherwise lost or unlawfully used, an
equal amount shall be withheld for the next apportionment
unless such amount is replaced by the state.
G. And sums authorized to be appropriated remain available for a
period not to exceed two years.
PART II.-IMPROVED TEACHER PREPARATION
APPROPRIATIONS
See Table I.
STATE PLANS FOR IMPROVED TEACHER PREPARATION
A state plan must provide :
.
A. A method of apportioning funds among such eligible institutions as mentioned under availability ( see below).
B. That the control and administration of the preparation of
teachers and other educational personnel as designated by state
law shall be reserved by the state.
C. For provision for separate institutions (same as Part I).
D. That the state educational authority shall submit estimates to
the Commissioner showing probable needs for teachers and
other educational personnel in subsequent years.
E . For trustee, auditing, reporting (same as Part I).
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AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS:
Amounts aporonriated shall be availablP for expenditure for current
l'OPrating and maintenance expenses for the following types of institutions:
A. S<>narate tesi.cher preparation institutions of more than junior
college grade.
B. Teacher oreparation divisions operated as parts of colleges and
universities.
C. Other schools, colleg-e~ and denartments operatPd as oarts of
colleg-e and universitiPs in whi~h a substantial prooortion of
the students are prenaring- for elementarv and secondarv school
teaching and adminisfration. f:tudent guidance, school library
service and educational research.
APPORTIONMENT, PAYMENT AND AUDITING
Same as Part I.
PART III. -

CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Sums made available in this section** are for the primary purpose
of enabling states to facilitate the construction.
improvement. and
equipment of building in connection with desirabl<> reorganization of
admini trative unit anrl attendance areas for puhlic elementary and
secondary schools, and also for the purpose of facilitating the construction. improvPment, and equioment of well-located. safe. sanitary. convenient public elementary school buildings. for school library facilities
and community cen~er activities in connection with such schools including the improvement of land for school purposes.
Amounts appropriated shall be available for not to exceed 50 per
centum of the cost of any such construction, improvement or equipment
exclusive of purchase of land.
STATE PLA FOR CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL BUILD! GS
Trustee, authority, separate school plan, auditing and reporting
( same as Part I).
PARTICIPATION BY LOCAL SCHOOL JURISDICTIO S
In order for the local school jurisdiction to benefit, it must prepare
and submit plan for projects to the state educational authority for
aporoval (regulations to be determined by the state authority).
After review and approval of a local project, the state educational
authority shall submit same to the Commissioner who shall approve
if the plan conforms to the state plan.
APPORTIO MENT,**** PAYMENT, AND AUDITING****
Upon the approval of plans of · any proiect, the Commissioner shall
certify not more than 50 per centum of the estimated co t of such
project, exclusive of purchase of land but including improvements
thereon.
PART IV-ADMI ISTRATIO OF STATE DEPARTME TS
OF EDUCATIO *****
STATE PLANS FOR THE ADMINISTRATIO

OF STATE DEPART-

ME TS OF ED CATION.
State Plans Provide:
A. For trustee, administration, and auditing ( ame as Part I).
B. For personnel appointments on the basis of merit and efficiency
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and not in terms of political party (the chief state school
officer and members of the board excepted).
AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS
Appropriations include salaries of employees of state departments of
education, travel, and current operating and maintenance expenses.
Such funds are not available for politically elected officials, board
members, or the chief state school officer.
APPORTIONMENT, PAYMENT, ****** AND AUDITING ******
The Commissioner shall apportion annually to each state $5,000,
PART V.-PROVISIONS APPLICABILITY GENERALLY
The administration of schools is reserved explicitly to states and
their local subdivisions.
Funds available are for the benefit of states which during the year
preceding for which the apportionment is made have expended from
state revenues not less than was expended in 1938, acts of God, or
other circumstances over which the state has no control excluded .
TITLE II-GRANTS TO STATES FOR ADULT EDUCATION *****
STATE PLAN FOR ADULT EDUCATION
Apportionment, separate school provision, administration, auditing,
and reporting (same as Part I ).
AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS
Amounts appropriated shall be available for current operating expenses including :
A. Salaries and books necessary for teaching illiterates.
B. Citizenship classes for aliens.
C. Workers education.
D. Other civic, part-time, vocational, general and evening adult
educational services.
E. Public school systems, extension services of colleges and universities, and other non-profit educational agencies and institutions.
APPORTIO MENT, PAYMENT. ******AND AUDITING******
Provision must be made for the apportionment of an amount which
bears the same ratio to the total amount made available as the
estimated number of persons twenty years of age and older residing
in such state bears to the total estimated number of such persons in
all states.
TITLE 111.-GRANTS TO STATES FOR RURAL LIBRARY
SERVICE *****
STATE PLANS FOR LIBRARY SERVICE FOR RURAL INHABITANTS
A state plan for Library service must provide:
A. A method of expending funds within the state that will most
effectively equalize opportunity for library service so far as
feasible.
'
B. For equitable apportionment for library service for separate
races.
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C.

For the maintenance of a cooperative and integrated systen1
through which free library service will be available to each in•
habitant.

D. For suitable cooperative arrangements with school systems, the
cooperative agricultural extension service, and other agencies.

B. That appointment be based upon merit and efficiency without
regard to politic .
F.

An adequate system of auditing by the state library adminis•
trative agency.

AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS
Funds are provided for salaries, books, periodicals, supplies, equip•
ment, current operation and maintenance and transportation and
subsistence of employees.
APPORTIONMENT, PAYMENT,** ****AND AUDITING*"'*"'**
The Commissioner shall appoint to each state an amount which has
the same ratio to the total amount made available as the estimated
number of rural inhabitants in such states bears to the total esti•
mated number of rural inhabitants in all the states:
A.
B.

The number of rura1·1inhabitants shall be certified by the Com•
missioner.
Funds shall be requisitioned by the state library agency.

TITLE IV. - GRANTS FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH, PLANNING, AND DEMONSTRATIONS
The purpose is primarily for making necessary surveys and plans
for the best utilization of grants and for other cooperative educa•
tional research, planning and demonstration projects.

AVAILABILITY, APPORTIONMENT, AND PAYMENT
There shall be available for expenditure by and under the direction
of research institutions. colleges, universities, library agencies, state
departments of education, state planning boards, school systems,
and other non-profit institutions and agencies approved by the
Commissioner:
A.

An equitable distribution of projects among states ::.nd races,

B.

Not more than 40 per centum of amount appropriated for direct
expenditure by the Commissioner in carrying on research plan•
ning activities and services.
'

C.

Appropriations for expenses of attendance at meetings
educational associations and other organizations.

of

TITLE V.-EDUCATION OF CHILDREN OF FEDERAL WARDS AND
EMPLOYEES RESIDI G ON FEDERAL RESERVATIONS AT
FOREIGN STATIONS*******
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'The Tables presented in this report were taken from the report of the Advisory Committee on Education, House Document, No. 529.

** See Table I.
*** Wherever the title of Commission occurs, it refers
United States Commissioner of Education.
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Same as Part I . For amount see Table I .

***** For appropriation see Table I.
*** * •• Same as Part I.
•****** Not included in this outline.

to the

TABLE I
AMOUNTS OF EXISTING AND PROPOSED FEDERAL GRANTS
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
(In Millions of Dollars)

Fiscal Year
Existing Grants:
Vocational Education ····-················-····- ········-·····
Vocational Rehabilitation of the Physically Handicapped
·····-····-················-···--···········
Land-Grant Colleges:
Resident Instruction ·····-····-················-··········-···········
Agricultural Research ...............................................
Extension Service ·····-·············
_
Total Existing Grants

·····-····-··········-···--···········

Proposed Grants:
General Aid to Elementary and
Secondary Education ............ ······-····· ..........
Improved Preparation of Teachers and
Other Educational Personnel ............. ... .......
Construction of School Buildings to Facilitate District Reorganization _ _ _ _
Administration of btate JJepartments or
Education
........ ................................................................
Education Services for Adults .............................
Library Service for Rural ,Areas ·····-····--··•·····
Cooperative Educational Research,
Demonstrations and Planning ........................
Total Proposed Grants ···············-························

1938-39

1939-40

1940--41

1941-42

1942-43

1943-44

1944-45

21,785.000

21,785,000

21,785,000

21,785,000

21,785,00(

21,785,00'

21,785,00 0

1,983,000

1,983,000

1,983,000

1,983,000

1,983,00'

1,983,00f

1,983,00 0

5.030,000
6.860,000
17,936,000

5.030,000
7,477,000
18,333,000

5.030,000
7,500,000
1R)373,000

5,030,000
7,512,000
18,413,000

5,030,00f
7,525,oo:
18,455,00(

5,030,00f
7,537,00<
18,493,00'

5,030,00 0
7,542,00 0
18,533,00 0

53,594.000

54,608,000

54,671,000

54,723,000

54,776,00f

54,838,00'

54,873,00 0

80,000,00C 100,000,oo r 120,000,000 140,000,00 0

I

I

···- ···-·················

40,000,000

60,000,000

.............................

2,000,000

4,000,000

6,000,00C

6,000,00f

6,000,000

6,000,00

..............................

20,000,000

30,000,000

30,000,00C

30,000,00'

30,000,00(

30,000,00

. .......................... ...
......... ..................
.... ................ ...

1,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000

1,500,000
10,000,000
4,000,000

2,000,00(
15,000,000
6,000,00C

2,000,00C
15,000,00(
6,000,00(

'2,000,00
15.000,00
6,000,00

1,250,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,00C

3,000,00r

2,000,00f
15,000,00(
6 000 00C
'
'
3,000,00C

1,250,000! 72,000,000 112,500,0001142,000,000 162,000,00i
1

3,000,00

182,000,00C 202,000,000

TABLE H
PROVISIONS OF PROPOSED NEW FEDERAL GRANT 1'0
THE STATES FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

I Elementary
General Aid for
and Aid for Teacher

Provisions

Secondary Education
Basis of Allocation
Among States

Financial Needs
of the States

Preparation

Proportional to
General Aid

.

•

Aid fo1: School
Buildingf:i

Aid for State
Departments

Proportional to $5000 Grant to
General Aid
Each State;
Remainder Proportional to
General Aid

Aid for Adult
Education

Adult Population

Aid for Library
Service.

Rural Population

•
Matching by State or
Local Funds Required ......,..... No ..................,................. No ..................................

Yes

·································

No .................................... No ....................................

No ..................................,

Joint Planning Required,
to Cover Method of Distribution within the State... Yes ......,............................ Yes ................................... Yes ................................... No ................................... Yes .................................... Yes ............-.................... _
State Agency to be Designated to Co-operate

. . . . . . . . . . .1

State Dept. of
Education *

Soate Dept. of
Education *

Equitable Distribution to
Nega:oes Required ..........,....., Yes ................................... Yes

···········

State Dept. of
Education *

No Joint Planning Required

Yes ................................-.. Not Applicable

St-ate Dept. of
Education *

Yes .................................... Yes ...................................
·- ·-

"' Or a Board of Education Controlling that Department

State to
Designate
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WHAT CO STITUTES GOOD ORGANIZATIO AL ADMINISTRATIO I A I STIT TIO OF HIGHER LEAR I G

Geo. A. Works, University of Chicago *

In this discussion consideration will be given to certain principles
of organization and administration as they relate to the thr~e levels of
control usually found in the administration of higher education. These
levels are: governing board; administra_tive staff, and fac~lty .. In considering the statements that are made 1t shouJd be b?l'!1e m. mmd that
::tdministration is largely an art and that effective admm1strat10n may be
found in an institution in which the suggested principles and procedures
are accepted only in part. A careful analysis of such situations will
1.rnually reveal that success is not due to the failure to follow the principles but rather to personal elements that out weigh the deficiencies of
the plans that are in operation.
GOVERNING BOARDS: Boards exercise a large measure of control in higher education, both publicly and privately controlled, in th_e
United States. These boards have an aggregate membership of approximately 20,000 men and women who for the most part are not the_msclves engaged in educational work. They are laymen as far as education
is concerned. Whether or not this is the best form of over head control
is not pertinent to this discussion. It is the one that has been all but
universally established in this country as a part of the control to be exercised in a democratic society.
The phase that is appropriate for consideration is the question of
the ways and means that may be used to obtain the maximum degree
of usefulness from our use of lay boards. In most of the institutions
represented in this group the boards of control are representatives of
the state in their administration of the college or university under their
jurisdiction. Regardless of the method used in placing them in their
position they should be chosen because they are representative citizens
who are willing to give fully of their time, energy, and wisdom for the
welfare of higher education. Large boards should be avoided by the
membership should be large enough so that the board is truly representative and to reduce the likelihood of falling under the domination
of one of two members only. The term of office should be long enough
so that changes in the personnel come gradually. This means also that
the terms of the members should be staggered. A membership of seven
to nine with therms of six to nine years should meet the suggested requirements for the great majority of situations.
If boards are very large there is a tendency for individual members to take less responsibility for the work of the board as a whole.
Usually it is likely to lead to the formation of numerous committees
resulting in lack of familiarity with the problems of the institution
on the part of the board as a whole.
ot infrequently the formation of
numerous committees results in their assuming administrative or executive functions which should be in the hands of the administrative staff.
There seems to be no need in the publicly supported institution for
the board of control to have more than three standing committees. They
are the executive, building and grounds, and faculty committees. If
the second and third of these committees are established they should
have an advisory relation only. The justification for an executive committee i to save the tie for the board as a whole and to give the president ready access to board judgment on cases where he needs it. The
larger the board the more pressing is the need for an executive committee.
In the board of trustees for a privately controlled institution there
is frequently justification for a committee on investment that will have
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immediate responsibility for such endowment as the institution may
have.
It is very important for a board of control to realize that its function is very largely legislative, or policy making, and advisory. This
of necessity is the case since they are laymen and chosen to 1·epresent
public interests in higher education. All too frequently board members
fail to realize that they should not attempt to carry administrative
duties. As a result the position of a president may be completely undermined by their administrative activities. One argument against salaried
members of boards of control is their tendency to assume administrative
responsibilities. Board members should remember that outside of board
m eetings they have no authority unless it has been delegated to them
by board action.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF: In the organization of an administrative staff a first consideration is the determination of whether it is to
be a uni tary or a multiple org anization,
i. e., is there to be one
executive officer,
the president,
or are there to be two or
more. The form in which this most commonly arises is in the
separat ion of the educational and bus iness phases of a college or university. An attempt to make a separation of this character overlooks the
fact that the functions of an institution of higher learning are education
and research. The business organization exists to facilitate these two
purposes and therefore, to secure the best coordination of the financial
and educational aspects one executive should be responsible and he
should be the president. The acceptance of this principle does not
imply that the business manager is a clerical officer. The wise president will seek as competent a man for this purpose as can be obtained
and give him the maximum degree of responsibility-but he remains,
nevertheless, resp onsible to the president and not directly responsible
to the board.
There is no single pattern of administrative organization that can
be given for the academic administration of an institution. Even in
the relatively small institut ion it is desirable for the president to relieve himself of details by having an academic dean. Whether or not
he devotes full time to administrative duties should depend on local conditions. The growth of interest in personnel problems presented by
students has resulted in expansion of the means used to secure as much
pertinent information about students as is practicable to the end that
counsel may be wisely offered and educational offerings adapted to their
needs. The positions of dean of men and dean of women apparently are
slated for the discard. They are being superseded by the position of
dean of students and in the coeducational institution a woman is appointed as an assistant dean of students. This organization makes for a
much closer relationship between the work done with the two sexes . The
t::end of recent years has been to centralize the responsibility for relationships with students by placing admissions officers, registrars, placement counsellors, etc., under a. central organization. Regardless of the
pattern of administrative organization adopted there are three principles
that a president should bear in mind in developing his administrative
plans:
1. Closely related duties and responsibility should be placed in the
hands o~ the sa:me _officer. To place them with separate officers
result m duplication of effort and may cause friction among
administrative officers.
2. There should be clearly defined limits to the duties assigned to
different officers.
3. The ~umber of administrative officers reporting directly to the
president should not be great otherwise it will not be possible
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for him to have the intimate acquaintance necessary for the
most effective administration.
FACULTY: The faculty should in its administrative function be
the primary policy making body in the acaelemic domain. It should
depend primarily on pr::>sident, deans. chair_m_en of departm~nts and _other
administrative officers to carry out the policies after adoption. As m the
case of the governing board there is a tendency for faculties to create
committees and to give them executive fun ctions. There may be situations in which this is the best procedure but in general there is likely
to be more uniformity and less bias in the execution of policies if administration is left to an administrative officer. Committee administration
has the further disadvantage of making it difficulty to fix responsibility.
It goes without saying that administrative officers are responsible to the faculty for the execution of such policies as are determined
by the faculty of a given institution . There should be no revocation
of the action of a faculty acting within its authority, by any administrative officer, president or dean, except in extreme cases and then only
when an explanation for the action is made to the faculty.
From the foregoing it is evident that the administration of a higher
institution still remains largely an art, although in recent years, techniques have been developed by which evidence of an objective nature can
be secured that will give a factual basis for the determination of administrative officers to base their acts on "guesses" since they frequently do
not have the necessary technical assistance to collect the needed data, or
they are not cognizant of the contributions that might be obtained by
the use of the appropriate techniques .
*Professor, Institutional Administration.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD POPULATION AND WEALTH IN
THE U ITED STATES Ai D RESULT! G EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS

Newton Edwards, University of Chicago
DIFFERENTIALS IN FERTILITY
The small family pattern which has come to characterize industrial,
competitive, urban civilization appeared in southern New England somewha1! more than a century ago. It spread slowly into the Middle Atlantic
States and to urban communities elsewhere. The custom of family limitation, however i no longer confined to the Northeast, nor to the urban
population of native stock; it is being adopted, in a greater or less
degree,
by the native white farm population,
by Negroes
living in the city and in the counfry, and by the foreign-born. The
rapid expansion of population has tended to mask the fact that we are
moving. swiftly in the direction of ce ation of population growth. Already, m ten states, fertility is not sufficient to replace the present
population .
. I!1 suc_h pop_ulous stat_es as New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Illmo1s, !1:f1 oun, and California, the reprodu ction index is already well
b?l?w unity. 1!1. fact, for the country as a whole, und er prevailing cond1t1on of fertility and mortality, each thousand girl babies will not
r~place themselves by a thousand daughters; in balancing our population budget_ we ar~ a_Iready in the red by about 4 per cent. If pre ent
tre;1ds con~1;11u?, w1thm a few decades we hall have established a population eqmlibnum and the population will either remain stationary or
begin to decline.
Although the cu tom of family limitation is a characteristic feature
?f contemp?~·ary American life, there are, nevertheless, wide difference
m the fertility of women in the various states and regions. For the
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five-year period ending in 1934, the Southern States contained about 29
per cent of the total population, but they accounted for 46 per cent of
the excess of births over deaths. Variations in the rate of natural increase are very striking among the states. The population of Georgia
is only slig htly more than one-third as great as the population in the
combined area of California, Oregon, and Washington, but Georgia
accounts for about 50 per cent more of the nation's excess of births over
deaths t han the combined area of the three Pacific States.
Differ entials in fertility are brought out in a more striking way
when net r eproduction rates are considered. Fertility among native
white w ome n is below what is required to maintain the present population by 11 per cent in New England, 15 per cent in the Middle Atlantic,
3 per cent in the East N orth Central, and 28 per cent in the Pacific
States. In contrast, reproduction rates are above what is required for
family r eplacement by about 25 per cent in the South Atlantic, 41 per
cent in the East South Central, 19 per cent in the West South Central,
29 per cent in the Mountain, and 7 per cent in the East North Central.
The Sout hern States constitute the only extensive geographical area
with a lar g e population in which fertility is materially greater than
necessar y for family replacement.
Fertilit y also varies widely in communities of different size. Fertility declines sharply as the size of the community increases . The
repr oduction index for native white women in the urban population is
0-86; for Negro women it is 0.72. In the rural-farm population, the
reprodu ction index rises to 1-69 for native white women and to 1.80 for
Negro women.
THE IMBALANCE IN THE EDUCATIONAL LOAD
Regional and community differences in fertility cause the educational load to be distributed very unequally with respect to the supporting adult population. For every 1,000 persons 20 to 64, there are, in
the Southeast, 426 children 5 to 13 years of age. For the other regions
the ratios are as follows : Southwest, 380; Northwest, 350; Middle
States, 297; Northeast, 2%; Far West, 236. Stated in other terms, the
productive workers of the Southeast carry a burden of child support and
education, at the elementary school level, 80 per cent greater than that
carried by the productive workers of the Far West, and about 44 per
cent greater than that carried by productive workers in the Northeast
or the Middle States.
The school population is distributed even more unequally among the
several states than among the various regions. In South Carolina, for
example , the adult population is carrying an educational load more than
twice as great as that carried by the adult population of California or
New York, and nearly twice as great as that of Illinois. In South Carolina, North Carolina, New Mexico, Alabama, West Virginia, and Utah,
the child population in need of care and education, per thousand adults,
is from 70 to 100 per cent greater than in the state of New York.
As already pointed out, fertility among farm women is more than
twice :1s g1:eat as. ~hat of women in the larger cities. Rural-urban differentials m fertility naturally result in a marked imbalance in the
dis~ribution of the educational load between the rural and urban populabo~- In . every part of the United States the educational load rests
relatiyelY: light on the urban dweller. In the rural-nonfarm communities,
that 1s, 111 small towns. and villages, ~h_e relative number of youth is
markedly gre_a ter tha1~ 111 the_ larger cities . It is, however, the ruralfarm popul_at10n that 1s ca~Ty111g a burden of young dependents out of
all ~r?port10n to that carried: by the population in other types of commumties. Each 1,000 adults m the rural-farm population of the South-
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east and Southwest is carrying a burden of child care and
more than twice as great as that carried by a similar number
in the larger cities in these regions, and in the other regions
burden of the rural-farm population ranges from 62 to 85
greater than in the cities.

education
of adults
the ch ild
per cent

DIFFERENTIALS IN PLANES OF LIVING, CULTURAL
RESOURCES, AND ECONOMIC CAPACITY
The unequal distribution of the responsibility for child nurture and
education is particularly significant when considered in relation to
levels of living, cultural resources, and economic capacity. Through<;>ut
the United States, with few exceptions, areas characterized by high
fertility and by a high ratio of children to :>.dults are also charact.erized
by low planes of living. The authors of "Migration and Economic Opportunity" applied a composite index of planes of living ~o all ~he
counties of the United States. The combined factors used m makmg
the index were the number of individual Federal income tax returns for
1928, the number of residence telephones in use, January 1, 1930, and
the number of families who reported radios in use to the 1930 census.
The index is admittedly a crude measure, but it does indicate the gross
differences in economic well-being. In order to determine the relation
of levels of Jiving, as measured by this index, to the distribution of the
educational load, we prepared a map which shows, for all the counties
of the United States, the ratio of children of elementary school age
to adults in the age group 20 to 64. The two maps are strikino-ly similar in their general pattern. With comparatively few exceptions. areas
having a low plane of living are also areas having a high ratio of children
to adults.
The great area of high planes of living and low educational load
stretche from Maine to Maryland, and extends westward from New
York and Pennsylvania, getting broader as it reaches the Middle States,
and ending in the eastern parts of South Dakota and Nebraska and the
central part of Kansas. From here westward there is a good deal of
variation both in planes of living and in educational load until the
Pacific States are reached. Along the entire Pacific Coast the level
of living rises again to the highest planes and the educational load becomes extremely light. The great area of low planes of living and heavy
educational load extends from Pennsylvania and Maryland southward
and westward and includes the Southern Appalachians and the old cotton
belt of the Southeast. In these two areas the educational load, as
measured by the ratio of children to adults, is far greater than in any
other area of comparable size in the United States, and the planes of
living, except in urban communities, fall far below the national average.
Simila_r condition., but in a less exaggerated degree, exist in the Southwest, m the cut-over lands of the Great Lakes States and in portions of
the Great Plains area.
'
Further an~ly is reveal that areas characterized by high fertility
rates and by high ratios of children of school age to the upporting
adult group are, by and large, areas in whi::h a high percentage of the
farn:i~rs are tenant . The farm population of the Scuth has a higher
fertility rate than any other group in the nation; it carries a burden
of young dependen ts cut of all proportion to that carried by any other
large population group, and it is comprised predominantly of tenant
farmers . In South Carolina, Georgia, iississippi, Alabama, Louisiana,
Arkansas, and Oklahoma, from 60 to 70 per cent of the farms are
operated by croppers or tenant .
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ECONOMIC RESOURCES A D THE EDUCATIONAL TASK IN
RURAL PROBLEM AREAS
The Federal Emergency Relief Administration has delimited, primarily through a study of relief, the main rural problem arE:as of the
United States. Three of these are in the South-the Appalachian-Ozark,
the Easter Cotton and the Western Cotton areas. The cut-over lands
of the Great Lake~ States and the northern and southern portions of the
Great Plains comprise the other three problem area~- From_ ~n analy~is
of some of the most important economic and social conditions which
characterize the six rural problem areas, these areas, considered as a
unit, emerge as an area characterized by unusually high birth rates,
by an intensive population pressure on the resource structure, by a
large acreage of marginal and submarginal farm lands, by low levels
of living, and by a large percentage of the population unable to carry
its own economic weight-in periods of economic stress.
An analysis of the educational load in the problem areas reveals
that their burden of child nurture and education is excessively heavy.
For each thousand adults in the economically productive age group
(20 to 64) in the problem areas considered as a whole, there are 340
children 7 to 13 years of age. In the nation as a whole, exclusive of the
problem areas the number of children per thousand adults is 231. Outside the problem areas there are, in the United States, 185 important
industrial counties. In these industrial counties, the ratio of children
to adults is 210, as compared with a ratio of 340 in the problem areas.
In cities of 100,000 or more in the Northeast, the number of children per
thousand adults is only 198. The significance of the educational task
in these areas of restricted economic capacity is brought out by the
fact that they contain approximately 25 per cent of the nation's youth of
school age. Percentages for non-problem area population groups are:
Northeast, 28; Middle States, 24; and Far West, 5.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHILD POPULATION I
RELATION TO I COME

The high rate of natural increase in areas characterized by a low
level of living and restricted economic resources, as developed at
present, accounts in large measure for the existing imbalance in the
distribution of the child population in relation to income. Low birth
rates in economically favored areas also contribute to differentials in
the educational load and economic capacity. The Northeastern states
have 30 per cent of the nation's children of school age, but in dividing up
the national income, these states receive 43 per cent of the total. In
contrast, the Southeast has 24 per cent of the nation's children, but its
share of the national income is only 10 per cent. Children 5 to 17 years
of age in the Northeast and Far West combined constitute 35 per cent
of all children of school age; these two regions receive 52 per cent
of the total estimated national income. By contrast, the Southern States
(Southeast and Southwest) have 33 per cent of the nation's children, but,
in dividing up the national income, their share is only 15 per cent.
A compa1·ison of the distribution of the child population and of in~ome. between ~he farm and the non-farm population discloses a strikmg picture of d1ffere_nces and inequalities. In 1930, the responsibility for
the care and educat10n of 31 per cent of the nation's children fell on
the farm pop_ulation, bu~ farm_ers, in 1929, received only 9 per cent of
the_ total estimated national mcome. In every major region of the
Umted States except the Far West, the farm population is carrying a
per~entag:e of the nation's children far in excess fo the percentage of the
national mcome which it receives. In both the Northeast and Northwest the percentage of the nation's children for which farmers must
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provide is twice as great as the percentage of the national. income ,~hich
farmers receive. In the Middle States and the Southwest the ratio of
farm children to farm income is three to one.
When the educational load, as measured by t~e num~er of
cnuctren to be educated, is considered in relation to ~conom1~ capacity, as
measured by income, the farm population of the nation carries an educational load four and one-half times as great as that of the nonfarm population. In 1930. in:ome per child of school age in the non-farm population of the nation was $3,795. in the farm population it was only $854In other words, for every dollar of income 1:>ehind the education o~ a
farm child, there arc $4.44 behind the education of the non-farm ch:ld.
The income per child of school ag-e in the farm and non-farm populat10n
for the various region is as follows: Southeast, farm, $474, non-farm,
$2,058; Southwest, Farm, $877, non-farm, $2,725; Northeast, farm,
$1,326, non-farm, $4.476; Middh States, farm, $890, non-farm, $3,967;
Northwest, :.'arm, $1,207, non-farm, $2,895; and Far West, farm, $3,400,
non-farm, $1,942.
When income per child in the farm and non-farm population is compared on a state basis, the differen::es arc even greater. Everywhere,
the farm population carries a heavier educational load than the nonfarm population, and everywhere the farm population is economically less
able to carry its load. In only sixteen states is the income per non-farm
child less than twice as great as the income per farm child; in eighteen
states the income behind the education of each non-farm child ranges
from 4 to 6 times as great as the income behind the education of the farm
child.
It is, however, in the farm population of the Southeast that the
disparity between the educational load and income is most striking. On
Southea tern farmers falls the task of supporting and educating 13.42
per cent of all children of school age; the income received by the farm
population of this region is only 2.21 per cent of the national total. There
are approximately 4 and one-fourth million children of school age in the
farm population f t: e South<>ast; in the non-farm population of the
Northeast there are approximately 8 and one-half million children of
school age. But, in dividing up the national income, Southeastern
farmers receive 2 per cent and the non-farm population of the Northea t receives 42 per cent. In the farm population of the entire South
there are 17 per cent of all children of school age; ' Southern farmers
receive cnly 3.36 per cent of the total national income.
In this connection the fl ow of wealth from farms to urban communities cannot be overlooked. If an allowance of $2,000 to $2,500 is made
for the total cost (community as well as personal) for the rearing of a
farm child to the age of fifteen , the 6,300,000 net migr:i.tion of farm youth
for the decade ending in 1930, represents a contribution of approximately
$14,000,000 by the farm communities to the cities of the nation. This
amount nearly equalled the total value of the wheat crops plus onehalf the value of the cotton crop. The settlement of estates also involves the tran fer of wealth from rural to urban areas. During the
period 1920 to 1930, about one-fifth of the farmers died and their estates
were distributed among their children, one-thir-d of whom had moved to
town. Baker has estimated that in this way from three to four billion
dollars were transferred from farms to villages and towns.
During the same decade, too, there was a large movement of wealth
to ~ities which w~s not incident to migration. The interest on debts
which ~armers paid to persons other than farm operators amounted to
approximately seven and one-half billion, and rent paid to non-farm
operator~ amounted to another ten and one-half billion. Baker estimates
t~~t d_urmg the decade the total movement of wealth from farms to
cities m these four ways amounted to about thirty-five billion, or one-
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third of the gross farm income. Estimates of this kind are admittedly
only approximations, but even so, ~fter allowances_ are made f~r
margins of error, they reveal somethmg o~ the magmtude of the contribution of the farm to the wealth of the city.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL MIGRATION
Differentials in fertility, imbalance in the educational load, and
inequality of educational opportunity assume serious proportions when
considered in relation to internal migration. As a people we have always
been on the move, and for the past three decades internal migration has
been increasing. At the taking of the last census, nearly one-fourth of
the native population was living in states other than the state of their
birth . This reshuffling of the population has been dominated by young
people moving from farm to city in search of economic opportunity.
Forty per cent of the boys and girls between ten and twenty years of
age who were living on farms in 1920 had gone to tmvn by 1930.
It was, moreover, the poorest agricultural areas throughout the
United States from which redundant population was drawn off in
greatest volume to industrial and commercial communities. The rural
farm population of the South dominated the movement from farm to
city during the decade of the twenties. About 60 per cent of the net
migration from farms during this decade was from farms located south
of the l\Iason-Dixon line.
From the trends in reproduction and migration, it appears, moreover, that Southern farmers may be expected to constitute the chief
source of future population increase. The reproduction rate of the urban
population is materially below what is required for permanent maintenance; if American cities are to grow or even to maintain their
population at the present level, they must look to the rural popl\llation
as a source of recruitment. The farm population, with a reproduction
index twice as great as that of the larger cities, will be able to send
forth a constant stream of migrants to make good, at least in part, the
deficits of the cities. But the surplus farm population, if one may
judge from present trends, will be supplied chiefly from the Southern
states.
At present, natural increase in the farm population, as measured by
excess of births over deaths, is taking place predominantly in the South.
For the five-yea1· period, 1930-34, the excess of births .over deaths in the
farm population of the single state of North Carolina was greater than
that of the farm population of New England, the Middle Atlantic States,
and Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois combined . Eight Southern states accounted for more than half the natural increase of the nation's farm population. As O. E. Baker has pointed out, the South as a whole supplied
more than two-thirds of the excess of births over deaths in the nation's
total farm population, while the West and North combined supplied
less than one-third. These facts take on added social meaning when it
is recalled that more than half the Southern farms are operated by
tenants.
Differences in the child load in relation to the supporting adult
group, and disparities in levels of living and income, necessarily reflect
themselves in regional and community differences in educational and
cultural OPJ?Ortunity. On nearly every measure of cultural resources,
?f cult~ral-mtell_ectual status, and of educational efficiency, areas havmg a d~sproport1onately heavy burden of child care and receiving a disproportionately small part of the national income fall markedly below
the national norm.
Inequalities of_ educational opportunity in this country constitute a
challenge to American statesmanship. For millions of children the op-
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portunity for anything more than a modi_cum of meager, fo_r1;1aI education is largely conditioned by place of birth. In communities whi:re
fertility is too low for family repiacemi:nt, where the burden of child
care and education is light. where economic resources ar~ m~st abundant,
and where the cultural intellectual status of parents 1s high, we support education liberally. In com_munitie~ where. the birt~ rate is high
and the supporting adult group 1s carry_mg a d1sproport10n~tely heavy
child popu!:ttion, ,w here income per child 1s far below the na~1onal "!1-orm-,
where the plane of living is low, where the cultural heritage 1s the
poorest where the home has lea t to contribute to cultural and intellectual growth, and where parents are rearing the population reserves of
the nation, we support education niggardly.
Education can be made a force to equalize the condition of men; it
is no less true that it can be made a force to create class, race and
soctional distinctions. The evidence indicates clearly that if we pursue
our present policies there is grave danger that our schools, which we
have hitherto regarded as the bulwark of democracy, may in fact become an instrument for creating those very inecyualities they were designed to prevent. If, for a long period of years, we draw each succeeding generation in disproportionately large numbers from those areas
in which economic conditions are the po'lrest and the cultural-intellectual, level the lowest, if the population reserves of the nation are to be
recruited from a definitely underprivil eged class, and if we fail to make
good the deficit by conscious educative endeavor, the effect on our
culture and on our representative political institmtions may be appalling. Clearly, the time has come for a rethinking of our national educational policy.
*Professor of Education

THE NEED FOR AN E LARGED PROGRAM OF AGRICULTURAL
EXTENSIO
ERVICES I
EGRO LA D-GRANT COLLEGES
Erwin H. Shinn*

In the evolving socio-economic processes of every society, problems multiply and become more complex. An intelligent treatment of
these problems becomes increa ingly challenging and demands the best
thought of those responsible for their solution. Educational institutions
and other ao-encies in their concern about the welfare of ociety must be
ever alert in detecting these changes and then make a<ljustments in their
programs and methods of procedure in order to deal intelligently with
the new and more intricate sit.uations.
Vie:,ved in light of current problems with respect to the economic
and soc1_al welfare of Negro farm life, it appears obvious that a definite
need e~1sts for a_n enlarged program of agricultural and home economics
extension wo~·k m egro land-grant colleges. My conclusion with re!ere_nce to this matter has been formed not by a brief or hasty rational1zati_on but ~s the result ?f close observation and study through the
medium of direct contact with these colleges and their extension services
for the past 16 years.
. I~ i not _enough to s~y there is a need for the improvement of a
1tuati?n- It 1s far more 1mportan~ to offer guidance in ,pointing a way
by_ which the need may be _appropriately met. It is my hope to offer in
this pa~er some constructive suggestions that will stimulate thinking
as a lo_g1cai app~oach to the development of a more effective program of
extension work m egro land-grant institutions.
When the Smith-Lever Act, authorizing cooper:itive agricultural
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extension work became a law in 1914 there wa_s placed at the <;lo_o~ _of
every land-grant college both white and colored !~creased respons1b1l!ties
as well as newer and more extensive opportu mt1es for large~ services.
In support of this point of view I wish to quote from a section of the
Smith-Lever Act which reads :
"That in order to aid in diffusing among the people of the
United States useful and practical information on subjects relating to agriculture and home econon:ics and to ~ncourage . the ~pplication of the same there may be maugurated m connection with
the college or colleg~s in each State now receiving or which may
hereafter receive, the benefits of the Act of Congress approved
Jul y second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, entitled 'An act denoting public lands to the several States and Territories which may
provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic
arts' agricultural extension work which shall be carried on in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture."
It is obvious from the foregoing statement that the authors of this
act had definitely in mind that land-grant colleges would be the center
around which the extension service would revolve and that the colleges would be expected to assume large responsibilities in carrying out
the provisions of this act. How well this principle has worked out in
practice may obviously be the basis of differences of opinion. Suffice
it to say, as I view the situation, there is much more to be done by both
the white and the Negro land-grant colleges and their respective extension staffs before activities of the different agencies can be made
to function properly in a larger program of extension work arO'Und the
Negro agricultural colleges.
The intent and purpose of the Smith-Lever Act was to expand the
services of the agricultural colleges. It provided for instruction and
practical demonstrations in agriculture and home economics to persons
who were not attending colleges in the different communities of the
State, and for disseminating to such p ersons useful information by
means of demonstrations, reading materials, and the like. Cooperative
agricultural extension work is therefore a form of instruction designed
to be practical, the kind that can be used immediately in meeting problems in everyday life as they exist on the farm and in the home. As a
direct approach through extension teaching multiplied thousands of
Negro farm homes have been reached and influenced each year since
extension work has been in operation.
In keeping with the democratic spirit of our government the Federal
and State extension system is distinctly a cooperative enterprise in
which the Federal departm ent of agriculture, the State college of agriculture and local people working cooperatively agree to assume joint
responsibility in formulating and carrying out a program of extension
work designed to improve practices in farming and in farm homemaking.
During the quarter of a century cooperative agricultural extension
WQrk has been in existence on a national basis some of the most difficult
agric_ultural problems in the hist?ry of our country have come up for
solution. Many changes and adJustments to reconstruct the farming
system on a more equitable income basis and to place rural life on a
hig~er plane have been undertaken. While these efforts to regenerate
agriculture hav1: n ot. '".orked to the satisfaction of all much progress
has ~een made_ m gammg a bett~r understanding of the problem, the
solJ?-tIO!; of which. should result m establishing a more wholesome and
satisfymg farm hfe. The farm family has come to realize as never
before that it occupies a position of vast importance to the welfare of
our ~ountry. A . wh?lesome and satisfied attitude on the part of the
farmmg population 1s fundamental in our democracy.
After all the
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real measure of progress in rural w elfar~ is . the s_a tisfaction ~armers
and their families derive from the occupation m which they reside. ln
all of our efforts to improve agricul t ure and farm life the guiding prin~iple should be the effect the program will have ~n the occupations, t~e
business and general well-being of the peoole directly concerned. This
i important in order that the proprietorship of the land may be maintained.
It is unnecessary to state before this group that the nation today
faces a great many unsolved problems which vitally affect a{!.'riculture
and the welfare of those depending upon farming as a mode of life. A
proper solution of these problem s with reference to the egro race of
the South places at the door of egro agricultural colleges and th~ir
extension forces a large task and a supreme challenge. In the earlier
years fa1·mers and the agencies working to help solve farm problems
were interested chiefly in the production of agricultural products. The
present period is interested both in an orderly produ ction and parti cularly in th e satisfactory disposal of the products with prop er inteligent consideration of and attention to the conservation and restoration
of the fertility of our soils. Cooperative agricultural extension work
with the aid of other agricultural agencies has a man sized job in the
r egeneration of agriculture and in the restoration of farm life to the
plane where it will be wholesome and satisfying. Other occupations
will come and go but a farmer of some kind will always remain on the
land. It is the responsibility of each and every agency to work to the
goal that we shall continue to place before the farmer the new way of
approach to the solution of problems with which he i grappling. One
of the most effective agencies through which this may be accomplished
i an effective extension program in which Negro land-grant colleges,
the white and the Negro extension forc es are working in close cooperation.
There is a positive need in every Southern State for an orderly increase from year to year in the Negro extension personnel. Certain
States appear to be meeting thi probl em more effectively than others.
Those States that have made the greatest progress in incr easing the
number of their egro extension workers from 1920 to 1938 are as
follows: Alabama from 33 workers in 1920 to 52 in 1938 ; Georgia
from 15 workers in 1920 to 49 in 1938; Mississippi from 22 workers in
1920 to 70 in 1938; North Carolina from 16 workers in 1920 to 47 in
193 ; South Carolina from 8 workers in 1920 to 33 in 1938; Texas
from 23 in 1920 to 82 in 1938.
As important as it may seem an increase in Negro extension personnel is not the complete solution to the problem of establishing an
enlarged program of extension work at the Negro land-grant colleges.
There need to be a closer coordination of all agencie , namely: the
white and the Negro e,'l:tension forces . the white a nd the Negro landgrant colleges. all working ccoperatively before a solu t ion of this problem c-an be effectively reached.
With respect to the present as well as the immediate future of Negro
extension work in agriculture and ho me economics there is in my
opinion therefore a defin ite need for an enlarged program of agricultural extension ervices in egro land-grant colleges.
In ~ccomplishing this end there appear to be six guidino- principles
that are fund amental and should have very defi nite functional value in
the enlargement of a prog1·am of agricultural extension work at these
colleges. The e princi pl~s are mentioned in this order :
1.
unicula and programs of in struction: (a) In technical subject matter, and (b) in pr ofessional or methods courses adapted to
the ability and needs cf those desiring to become extension worl,ers.
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The curriculum of any institution is the basis upon which the institution must function. It is the curriculum which does and s hould distinguish a land-grant_ college from_ other kind_s of institution~ of hi~h.et·
learning. If the curricula content 1s selected m accordance with defm1te
objective meaning the lines of work -.for which students are bein~ prepared, assuming of cour e, that effective teaching methods are used,
there should be little doubt concerning the final outcome. In constructing a functional agricultural or home economics curriculum it is very
important that those intrusted with this responsibility should understand clearly the major fields of services the students will enter after
completing their college courses. The curriculum should be determined
by these objectives or linnes of work. Wh·at are some of the lines of
work in which graduates in agriculture and home economics of Negro
agricultural colleges find employment after completing college courses?
As it occur s to me there are at least five different lines of work
in which agricult ural and home economics trainees find employment at
some time after grad uation. These are: (1) Teachers of agriculture
and home economics in colleges; (2) teachers of agriculture and home
economks in hir,h chools; (3) agricultural and home economics extension workers; (4) in different lines of farming and homemaking on the
farm and in towns and cities; and (5) to a limited extent in certain
phases of the New Deal program such as Farm Credit, Farm Secu rity,
Land Use, etc. It seems obvious therefore that in order to function properly regro land-grant colleges should be organized to give vocational
training in a wide range of agricultural and home economics subjects
and the interrelated sciences without excluding, of course, other classical and scientific courses.
What kind of training is needed for those desiring to prepare for
Negro extension work? With the varied and complex problems with
which cgro extension workers have to deal in teaching improved farm
or home practices, the minimum training should be not less than a 4year course of technical training in agriculture or home economics in a
standard agricultural college. The course content in the vocational
subjects should be determined, of course, by the types of farming peculiai- to the State in which the college is located. Extension agents in
either agriculture or home economics are not specialists in the strict
1;ense in their respective fields and their training should not lead to
specialization. On the contrary they should have a broad knowledge of
the whole field of agriculture or home economics and be able to give
counsel and factual information on most problems with which they come
in contact in their -'res pective lines of work.
The curricula needed to prepare for extension work should obviously
include in addition to the vocational subjects in agriculture home economics, and the related sciences some fundamental traini~g in farm
management, marketing, farm engineering, rural organizations, and
the like. The increa ed complexity of the bu iness of farming during the
past few years demands that all agricultural extension workers have
thorough training in these fields to the extent that they can give information on problems pertaining thereto. With reference to home economics extension work, the home demonstration agents will need to
be infor~ed ~n pro?l~ms in h~me ~a~ag1:ment, marketing, budgeting,
and the hke, m add1t10n to their trammg m the purely vocational subjects along with the related science . In recent years substantial progress has been made in the improvement of all curricula, of egro landgrant colleges. At present all of these colleges have better equipment
and ~ bet~r traine? . teaching personnel than they had formerly. In
keepmg with the pm~ of t~e law_ and the extent and purpose of these
colleges standard curricula m agriculture and home economics adequate
to m_e~t the needs of the egro youth of the State is one of the first
requ1s1tes.
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No special suggestion is offered here with regard to the present
curricula of these colleges except to say that curricula conten~ shoul_d
be analyzed, studied and evaluate? from ~i1;1e to time a!1d adJusted !f
necessary to meet new and changmg cond1t1~ns. Analysis and sy~th~si are two techniques that should be apphed to all ~ollege curricula
once in a while and agricultural colleges are no exception.
In addition to the technical content of the curricul·a in agriculture
and home economics there is need for some professional training which
would include at least one course in the organization and objectives of
extension work and also one in the methodology of extension teaching.
While the Smith-Lever Law and subsequent extension acts made no
financial provision for the professional training of extension workers, it
should be obvious to everyone that the placing of extens ion workers on
the job as extension teachers without some training as to what the .i~b
requires is not in keeping with acceptable criteria for those engaged m
educational work. Thi is true today even more than formerly due to the
varied and complex problems with which these agents have to deal in
conducting extension work in their counties.
In a paper read before this body in November, 1935, I stated that
eleven of the deans or directors of agriculture in Negro land-grant colleges expressed in a letter to me that professional training was needed
for extension workers. Upon further inquiry I learned that the same
group of colleges were offering some trai!ling in extension organization
and methods. To my great pleasure, I learned that in the courses offered some opportunity was offered for students of the courses to obtain
some practical field experience in connection with the theoretical instruction given in the classroom. My impression has been, however,
that in most instances these courses were given with little cooperation
between the instructor and the Negro extension staff at the college.
Wherever courses of this character are offered it is my feeling that the
instructor offering the course should maintain close cooperation with
the State leaders of egro extension work and the local extension agents
of the county in which the college is located.
II. Close cooperation between the Negro agricultural colleges and
their extension staffs in connection with special schools for extension
workers in service.
In addition to adequate training in technical subject matter and
some preparation in the methodology used in extension teaching prior
to entering upon the work as an agent, training courses for agents in
service are vitally important. It is obviously impossible to give in a
4-year college course adequate training for all time to come for those
who enter the profession of extension teaching. Times are ever chang)ng and in such changes new problems arise. The job of extension agents
JS far more challenging now than it was 10 to 15 years ago. Like other
kinds of professional workers therefore extension agents should return ·
to college occasionally and pursue lines of study that will not only keep
t~em up to date on new development but will afford opportunitie for
dJscuss1ons on ways of improving their extension methods in light of experience obtained in service. After having had some practical experience
extension workers should understand their needs and therefore be better
prepared to receive in truction that will function in meeting these needs.
The teaching as a rule can be motivated to a better advantage because
the agent ":'it~ practical experience have acquired knowledge of their
need and this JS a great -advantage in the motivation of teaching.
Two _significant ~ffcrts _have been made to offer special training for
extension teachers m service. You are perhap familiar with the series
of schools held in 1930 and 1931 for the training of these worke1·s. Most
of the cash ou~lay for those schools was provided by the Julius Ro enwald Fund which has made so many other notable contributions to the
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educational welfare of Negro life in the South. Your speaker served as
director of those schools and it was his happy privilege to know of the
many expressions of gratitude that went from the pen of large numbE:rs
of Negro extension workers in all of the Southern States to that distinguished philanthropist, Mr. Julius Rosenwald before he passed away.
These expressions portrayed the gratitude of these extension workers
for the unusual opportunity afforded them to prepare for a larger and
more effective service. It should not be forgotten, however, that the
Federal ·and State extension services made valuable contributions to
these schools in providing lecturers and other help.
Another •a ttempt to provide special schools for Negro extension
workers was made in the summer of 1937, when Tuskegee Institute offered a special school for extension agents in service. More than 100
extension workers were enrolled at Tuskegee in that year. This work
was continued at Tuskegee in 1938, when about 90 extension workers
were enrolled. A similar school was held at the Prairie View State
Normal •and Industrial College, Prairie View, Texas, the present year.
Each of the schools extended for a period of three weeks with approximately 200 of the 500 Negro extension workers attending. It was my
happy privilege to teach the course in methods of extension teaching at
both schools. I have never seen greater interest among any group of
professional workers, which is convincing evidence that these people
are interested in such opportunities •as they have for professional improvement.
It is my unqualified feeling that at least two special regional schools
should be held annually for extension agents in service. All agents
should not be expected to attend one of these schools every year but they
should have the privilege of •attending when they feel the ·need of additional training. Negro agents known to be deficient along certain
lines should be required to attend such schools. The white extension
staffs have been liberal in permitting the salaries of these agents to
continue while attending college. It is an opportunity as well as a
responsibility of ·all the Negro land-grant colleges to give their fullest
cooperation and enthusiastic support to this movement. Some of the
colleges can no doubt make contributions to these schools by helping
provide qualified teaching personnel.
III. Provisions at certain Negro agricultural colleges for extension workers in service to receive graduate credit for courses pursued in
special schools.
Negro land-grant colleges have made little effort to offer graduate
work in agriculture and home economics. In the catalog of the Virginia
State College for Negroes only do I find listed graduate work. In view
of the interest on the part of many Negro extension workers to attain a
higher degree and the ~act that few of them can leave their work to attend northern institutions, it would seem that provisions should be made
at two or three of these colleges for members of this group to Teceive
credit for work done in these special schools to the end of attaining -an
advanced degree if they so desire. The quality of work offered in these
schools should, of course, be of a standard to merit graduate credit.
Such opp_ortunities. for graduate work would, of course, also apply to
workers m other fields than extension work.
It would seem that two of three of these colleges could with little
extra cost or readjustment offer graduate work and grant the master's
d~gree._ My feeling is that this matter is .worthy of very careful con•
s1derat10n and study by members of this Association. No one would
claim t~·a_t a master's degree is essential for effective extension work
bu! ad<;11t1onal. s!udy_ for a~vanced credit in_ \ine of one's profession or
caieer 1s a defm1te sign of mterest and amb1t1on and full encouragement
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should be given to member of a group of_ wo_rkers, the majorit¥ of whom,
are doing so much to rejuvenate and v1tahze Negro fa~m hfe, aJ?d to
raise living standards of the average Negro farm family to a higher
level.
IV. A better integration of certain elements of the Negro and the
while extension work in the States.
The organization for extensi?n work at the. w~ite land-~rant colleges provides for a group of subJect-matter spec1ahsts to assist county
and home extension agents with the numerous farm and home problems
out in their counties. The se~vices of this group of workers have been
most helpful to the agents in giving them not only counsel but fact~al
information vital to the solution of farm and home problems. The white
extension staffs also have a group of workers known as district agents
or supervisors in both agriculture and home economics. District agents
have always rendered most helpful services in connection with polici~s,
keeping up good relationships and other important matters pertaining to
the welfare of extension work for both white and colored people. The
organization for Negro extension work does not provide for subjectmatter specialists at the egro colleges or elsewhere to assist in carrying out the program of extension work. It has been the plan for the
white speciali ts and district agents to give such help as they could to
egro supervisors and their agents.
The fact i well known that both subject-matter specialists and district agents have rendered inv•aluable services not only to the State
taffs for Negro extension work but to the county and home agents as
well. My impres:,ion is that the two lines of work are more clo ely
integrated in some States than in others, and in such States 'where the
better relationship exists the Negro work seems to gain considerable
advant-:ige. The impr ovement of this situation does not rest solely with
the Negro college or the extension personnel at the college. The white
land-grant colleges and their extension staffs can do more than the
majority appear to have clo:1e up to the present to make their services
and research findingi:: avai'.•able to Negro extension workers. As regards the other side of the picture, perhaps if more requests were made
by Negro State leaders and their agents for the services of white
specialists considerably in advance of the time the services would be
needed, it is entirely possible that greater scvices would be available
from the ktter group. An ther way of bringing the work of the two
different groups closer together would be through having the white
specialists and district agents review the annual plans of work of
Negro upervisors and agents. This method should enable the former
group to see more clearly just where they could be of most help to the
Negro extension workers.
V.
eed for a close relationship between the Negro agricultural
college and the egro extension staff.
To anyone familiar with egro extension work as it functions in
the several State it is not difficult to observe that in certain States the
exten ion program i more definitely a part of the college than is true in
other inst&nces. Th re may be administrative reasons to justify the
two kinds of arrangement. My impression has been, however, that in
those states where the college actively assumes a definite responsibility
in helping to carry out the extension program, greater progress is being made in giving the egro farmers of the State the kind of instruction they need to improve their ituations.
Certainly the great majority of these colleges have on thefr staffs
agricultural and home economics teachers who have occasional contributions to make to group of Negro farmers and farm homemaker and
including farm boys and girls. Some of these colleges r:.re making
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helpful contributions along this line. Closer cooperation between the
resident teaching staff and extension workers should be valuable not
only to extension work but to the teachers themselves. Direct contact
with farm people and their problems should be a valuable asset to college programs and t1specially to teachers in helping the latter gai!1 firsthand information with regard to fundamental problems concernmg the
welfare of Negro farm people. Such knowledge should be helpful in
motivating the resident teaching program of the college.
In addition would it not be a stimul-ant to members of the State
extension staff to feel the college was actively concerned about the
success of the extension program? It should also argue to the advantage of all concerned if members of the Negro State extension staff were
given a professional rank comp·arable to other members of the college
staff who assume responsibilities of equal proportion. At only two
Negro land-grant colleges do I find mentioned in the cablogs that member of the Negro State extension staff have any official connection
with the college. It seems obvious that a closer coordination of the
egro agricultural college with the extension service is absolutely essential for the fuller functioning of the two units of work. The colleges
have more to offer than most of these have yet offered t help disseminate important information on farm, home, and community problems. If these two important lines of work can be made to function
as a unit it will make for greater efficiency in meeting the needs of
Negro farm groups of the South.
VI. Cooperation of the resident teaching and the extension staff
in determining problems and in conducting research studies: (1) Of
methods in extension teaching; and (2) in measuring and evaluating
the effectiveness of the extension program on Negro rural life.
In this period of the twentieth century we are coming to realize and
appreciate more and more that the utility value of knowledge is the
real test of its worth. Cooperative extension work in agriculture and
home economics is definitely in agreement with this philosophy. In
reality extension teaching is concerned in changing the ideals and attitudes and behavior of people, the ultimate objective being to get them
to change or improve their methods of farming and homemaking where
such changes seem necessary. Fundamentally until people's habits are
changed there will be no changes in their methods of performing their
daily tasks.

It is the conviction of most people who understand what extension
teaching is, that the method of procedure is founded on principles that
are in harmony with a sound philosophy of education. Extension teaching is not theorizing about superficial or abstract problems. It deals
especially with problems as they are found out on the farm or in the
home as these problems exist in their natural setting. These are practical everyday problems with which farmers and their families are grap~
piing in carrying out their mode of life.
Since extension work functions more or less as an unsystematic
form of instruction, it is sometimes difficult to evaluate in exactness
the results of what has been undertaken. This makes it important that
an orderly method of procedure be pursued to determine the results of
extension teaching in influencing the habits and practices of farm
people.
Over a period of a quarter of a century far too little has been done in
the ~ay of educational research with reference to Negro extension
te~chmg. A_lthough some very constructive efforts have been and are
be11;1g ~rnde. m ~his ~ield there is a definite need for more thought and
action m this direction. More objective data are needed with reference
to the methodology of extension teaching and the procedures extension
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workers follow in measuring and evaluat~g t~e effectiveness of their
programs of work. While this can be s-a!d with respect to all phases
of extension work, it is even more true with referen<:e to _Ne~ro extension teaching, because fewer studies have been made m this field.
In this particular field I wish_ to empha~ize the importance of
closer cooperation between the resident teaching staff and the extension staff of Negro land-grant colleges. It is my firm conviction that
cerwin agricultural and home economics teach ers W?rl:ing. in close cooperation with the extension personnel can do much 1!1 helpmir the matter to analyze their problems and to c?llect factual mformat1oi:i needed
in the solution of these problems. Studies of problems m extension work
have been used on frequent occasions among white college students as
a part requirement for an advanced degree in agri~ultu~e, home economics, or in education. Would this not be a fertile field for Negro
graduate students as well? The methodology of Negro extension teaching will be improved in proportion as the strong and weak points of the
techniques are appropriately analyzed, studied and appraised.
The
statement can be truthfully uttered with respect to the study of methods
of procedure used for collecting reliable and accurate data to evaluate
the effectiveness of extension teaching on the lives of Negro farmers,
farm homemakers and their children.
It is my deep conviction that the time is here for Negro land-grant
colleges in general, to enter more actively into a larger program that
will erve more effectively the needs of their farm constituents. This
is a time when ,much is being saiii about coordination of all forces that
are working in the same general direction. Presidents of Negro landgrant colleges and members of their staffs can well afford to give serious
con ideration to a constructive plan that will bring their colleges and the
extension forces into a closer relationship. Negro extension work is not
a stepchild of the Negro land-grant colleges. As pointed out previously
it was intended in the Smith-Lever Law that extension work should be a
definite function of the land-gr~nt college and the situation with respect
to Negrc-es is no exception to this implication. Regardless of the fact
that the funds for Neg-ro exten:ion work may not be administered by the
egro land-g!'ant coll 2ges. each college should feel that the Negro extension servi~e of its State is a definite part of the agric ultural and
home economics program of the college.
.
A ~loser _relationship of the college and its program of resident
mstruct10n with the agricultural and home economics extension program of the St'.1te will function both in bringing the college closer to
the people and 1n rounding out a unified prog!'am that will meet more
ad~quately the needs ~f Negro farm veople of the South. In helping to
bri~~ about such an integrated program the colleges occupy a unique
pos1t1on, and they should not fail to grasp the opportunity . Here is a
challenge to your land-grant colleges to render a 1-asting service to the
rural population of your States.
In conc)usion, I have attempted to point out in this paper what I
regard as s1~ fundamental steps in the attainment of an enJ.arged prog!am of agricultural ~xt~nsion work in Negro land-grant colleges. No
~mgle one of these prmc1ples working alone can succeed in accomplishmg such a worthwhile aim. It will require the combined force and
~tre!1gth of all agencies working cooperatively to accomplish the obJective. The problem is one which egroes cannot solve by themselves,
but th Y. must take the initia~ive and lead the way. They need the full
cooperation, such as profe s10nal assistance and counsel of the wh ite
land-grant colleges and their respective extension forces .
Repeated in the order in which they are treated in this paper these
steps are as follows:
I.

Curricula and programs of instruction:

(a)

In technical sub-
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ject matter- and (b) in professional or methods courses adapted to the
ability and 'needs of those desiring to become extension workers.
II. Close cooperation of the Negro agricultural colleges with respect to special training schools for extension workers in service.
III. Provisions at certain Negro agricultural colleges for extension
workers in service to receive gradu ate credit for work done in these
special schools.
IV. Better integration of certain elements of the white and Negro
work with the whole extension program in the States and better utilization of all of the available resources at Negro and white colleges.
V. Closer cooperation between the Negro agricultural college and
the Negro extension program of the State.
VI. Closer cooperation between members of the resident teaching
and the extension staff in conducting research studies :
(a) With
reference to problems, (b) of methods used in Negro extension teaching,
and (c) in measuring the effectiveness of the extension program on
farmin g, homemaking, and community life.
Broad interpretations followed by intelligent treatment with respect
to each and all of the foregoing are indispensabl.e to the establishment
of an enlarged a nd more effective program of extension work in Negro
land-grant colleges. If and when this procedure is effectively pursued,
th e achievement will bring new vigor and strength to the colleges .
Simultan eously greater power will be generated in the respective extension forces . This group of about 500 Negro extension workers will
be inspired with new zeal, and their efficiency will be strengthened
as they go about their daily tasks disseminating useful and practical
information to farmers and their families, the objective being to raise
living standards among farm people, - to broaden their outlook, - all
of which lead directly to greater happiness, contentment and the more
abundant life.
·
* Senior Agriculturalist, United States Cooperative Extension Service

THE DEl\1A D FOR

ON-DEGREE COURSES FOR SPECIAL
STU DENTS

John M . Gandy, Virginia State College
For many years the kinds of education which equip individuals for
active and efficient participation in some field of service have been under
consideration of our schools and colleges. In 'more recent years the concentration has been with that group which, because of native ability or
special interests for certain kinds of jobs, has been designated as special
students.
When we realize that a large number of our secondary schools do
not make provisions for training the special student, and when we conside! further that a vast number of ~ndiv\duals 'are not adapted for professional careers, the need of a special kmd of education becomes more
apparent. This demand has been created in no small measure by the
sweeping economic and social changes which have been and are now
taking place in our country. Affecting all phases of human life these
changes have particularly been felt in certain occupations or fi~lds of
employment and have not infrequently caused the workers to be greatly
handicapped in performing their duties. It is necessary therefore that
they be able to obtain the necessary education which ~ill enable 'them
to readjust to a dynamic industrial system.
The schools and colleges, in order to meet the new demands must
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provide courses of study which will equip indi_viduals to make an honest
living and to be self-reliant and self-respectmg. These courses, no
doubt, will be what we as educators would term non-degree courses, but
which in actuality will be vocational courses. Such courses of necessity
must be short-term courses and must be organized so that all of the
essential facts regarding any given vocation can be taught to the individual.
The non-degree courses are especially needed in the building trades,
service trades, farming and homemaking.
With regard to the building trades, during the last few years there
has been an alarming decrease in the number of skilled Negro 'workers.
(Refer to table). Recent experiences with the PWA and WPA projects
will verify this statement. Yet there are other reasons for vocational
courses along this line. The individual already employed in such trades
and those expecting to enter them will find that:
1. They will have increasing difficulty in meeting higher standards
of employment set up by the employer and government regulations.
2. There is less opportunity for employment for the incompetent,
untrained.
3. They have less chance to secure employment with advancing
years.
4. They face the risk of having to migrate to other communities
in order to secure work.
6. Continuous improvement, or knowledge of the very latest procedures, is necessary - that past education is not always sufficient to need modern demands.
If the agricultural situation is viewed with the idea of helping the
people engage in rural pursuits, there are certain difficulties facing
them which specialized courses might help them to meet.
1- It is harder for the incompetent worker in farming to survive
under competitive conditions.
2. The unskilled worker has need for the exercise of managerial
ability in handling farm problems which are becoming more and
more numerous and complicated.
3. In many cases, he faces the need for a greater diversification
in his own business.
4. He must know how to carry out intelligently special legislation
and regulation concerning farm products.
5. He faces, in many instances, geographical shifts in production
areas which may make it necessary for him to modify the old,
or take up an entirely new line of production.
6. He faces a fluctuating competition in his business due to a drift
from and to urban life.
7. It is mor~ difficult for the farm youth to become a competent
farmer without technical training.
No longer is the need for special courses in homemaking questioned.
1.

Social change is making it more of a problem to hold the home
together.

2.

I~ is increasingly difficult to adjust to changing housing conditions.

3.

I~ is becoming more necessary to operate the home on an efficient economic basis.
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4.

It is increasingly necessary to make the home atmosphere an
adequate offset to the tension of life outside the home.
5. There is an increased recognition of health as a family asset.
6. It is becoming increasingly difficult to provide proper or adequ ate recreation in the home.
7. It is increasingly important to make intelligent use of available forms of social services.
8. It is increasingly difficult to bring the home up to socially desirable standards.
W ith the foregoing statements before us there is no doubt that
something must be done to equip the people for living in a modern
society. The non-degree courses or vocational education will make it
possible for the colleges to reach the people who must face these difficulties in a way that has not been possible otherwise. An admirable
beginning in this direction has already been made in most of our colleges, and particularly since recent depression years. If we want the
trades· or industrial worker, the farmer, and the homemakers to be prepared to do their jobs efficiently, and if we have in mind that our
State supported institutions will serve the largest number of citizens for
the greatest good, then these Land-Grant Colleges must give more emphasis to the vocational courses in their curricula and thereby insure
future generations a foundation of solid rock on which to continue their
work.

TABLE
TRADES INCLUDING THE NEGRO

From 1910 - 1930
1930
1920
1910
1,267
2,125
Apprentices to building and trades ···········-················· 643
1,052
9,730
Apprentices to other trades ···································-····-····· 448
3,164
475
Bakers
···········-················-················-····················································· 4,527
Brick and stone masons ............................................................11,701
10,609
293
1,454
30,468
Builders ··········-···············-·••·························---······-················· 2,570
456
Cabinet makers
------·-·········-··········· 479
38,206
34,243
Carpenters
- - - - - - - - - - - -········-··•·······32,413
703
26,973
Dressmakers
···········-·················· · - - - - -·- - - - 2,439
4,857
298
Dyers
·····················································-·····················-·····-······················· 510
111
78
Electrotypers
·············································································--···
48
3,296
624
Jewelers, locksmiths, watchmakers ···········-················· 275
Loom fixers
_____ _ _ _ _
9
227
229
10,286
1,760
Machinists, millwrights - - - - - - - - - · · ···· 8,218
416
590
Milliners
····-·····················------·-··········-················· 451
9,432 no census
Painters
- - - - -················-·······----·············.18,293
965
6,175
Paperhangers
·····-····················•·-····-··········-····································- 2,154
7,082
136
Plasterers and cement finishers ··························-···········13,465
3,516 no census
Plumbers (gas and steam) ·····-······-··-·-----···· 4,729
4,777
500
Shoemakers
- - - - - -·- - - - - - · · · 4,150
2,280
5,043
Stone cutters
···········-··········-··························································· 328
6,892
1,943
Tailors
·····-···-····-···················•·•······-···················-····-····························· 7,505
648
Upholsters
-··-·······-·-·····-···················-------···-··········· 915
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY BO ARD AT WORK
J . E. Stamps *

The Social Security Board appreciates the implication and significance of being representc-d ;on your program .
It is weit known that the most effective administration of the
Social Security Act will r esult from an intelligent a1;d underst~nding
people, sympathetic with its motives and aims. Accor.dmgl¥, SJ?ecia.1 and
persistent attention is continuously directed toward d1ssemmatmg mf?rmation through the press, the radio, circulars, personal contacts w~th
employer and employees and with organizations of all types and descriptions.
Certainly the colleges and schools can be a facto r of considera~le
importance not only in the diffusion of information on what Social
Security is, but in the broader perspective of the nation's search and
study for economic security for all. The Social Security Board is definitely charged in the Act with the responsibility to study, analyze, and
recommend to the Congress of the United States means and measures
by which eco,nomic security can be made available to every American
citizen. It is not too much to anticipate a liberalization of college courses
in the Social Sciences that the students might be conversant with the
conditions which led up to the adoption of the Social Security Act and
it provisions for alleviating certain economic ills . Classroom studies
and educational extension activities which bring out the relationship of
dependency, unemployment and low morale on one hand to delinquency,
disease and crime on the other, not only furnish the student with a
practical knowledge of a work-a-day life situation, but they lend themselves to fostering and inspiring public spirited career s.
Our responsibility in the matter of getting information to the least
citizen seems to have been well put by the late Alfred Marshall, outstanding English Economist, who said:
"At all events in a democrat ic country no great public undertaking
is secure of being sustained on consistent lines of policy, unless its
advantages can .be made clear, not only to the few who have direct
experience of high public affairs, but also to the many who have no
such experience and have to form their judgment on the materials
set before them by others.''
The philosophy underlying the Social Security Act is akin to that of
the thesis - "you are your brother's keeper." U nder it, the Federal
Governl!lent assumes for the firs t time a responsibility in the economics
of public. welfare, and it aims to provide a broad base for doing for
P.eople thmgs ~hey cannot do for themselves, and to lift them from positions from ~h1ch they could not lift themselves and for ,w hich they are
not resl?ons_ible. At the same time, "individual initiative" is recognized
and mamtamed by ihe Social Security Act as an essential for indu trial
de.mocracy. Thus, the income from the old age insurance plan is d etermrn.ed by the accumulated earnings of the laborer over a qualifying
period, a~d O!) the e earnings the labor er himself is r equired to make
tax c.ontnbutions equal to those of his employer; thereby, putting a
premmm on personal effort.
OLD AGE INSURA CE
. Here, industr_ial and ccmmercial workers have the opportunity to
build up a retirement income based on their own industry and
guarante~d by th~ Feder~] ~overnment. The Act provides that the
monthly 11;come will be paid first in 1942 to certain covered workers who
have attamed .age 65 a_nd who retire from regular employment. The
am?unt of the rn come will be determined by the wages earned during the
period subsequent to 1936, and prior to attaining age 65. This income
may range bet ween $10 to $85 per month.
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Persons attaining age 65 whose wages during the qualifying period
were less t han $2,000, or, those who did not work in five different
calendar years prior to attainment will not be paid a monthly income;
they will r eceive a lump sum payment equal to 3½ % of the wages
earned by th em. In the event of death of the worker, his estate will
be paid 3½ % of the total wages earned by him after 1936, if he dies
before age 65. The development of death claims in lump sums is an importa nt f unction of the Field Offices of the Social Security Board.
The old age insurance provisions of the Social Security Act excludes
from t hese benefi ts agricultural labor; domestic servants in a private
home; employees in the service of the United States, or, of a state, or,
of a political subdivision thereof; and employees of certain non-profit
and charitable institutions. t ogether with other minor groups. It is of
course most desirable for farm labor and domestic service to be included
under old age insurance. The Social Security Board is now studying
this problem in the hope of eventually bringing all workers into the
old age insur ance system. At the present time, however, the administrative difficul t y of including thes e workers has not been solved for
the mere reas on that taxed wages of the domestics and farmers 'Would
include two groups in which there are approximately as many em•
ployers as employees and many of these employees receive a large por·
tion of their pay in the form of food, lodging, and sometimes clothing.
UNEMPLOYME T COMPENSATION
Unemployment Compensation aims to lessen the distress caused
by unemployment. Even in good times there are many employable pers on s without jobs, and during a depression the losses to the unemployed
are inestimable.
The Social Security Act provided a broad base by which each state
could pass an unemployment compensation law. The Act removed the
stumbling block that had stood in the way of state unemployment com•
pensation laws for many years; that is, most states considered an unemployment compensation law as a discriminatory measure against their
resident employers and such an act would have a tendency to drive
business to states in which there were no such laws. Accordingly, only
one state, Wisconsin, had an unemployment compensation law prior
to the adoption of the Federal Social Security Act. At this time, all the
s tates have passed unemployment compensation laws and they have been
approved by the Social Security Board.
While s ta te laws vary, they have many common features. The individual must have earned wages during a specified period equal to not
less t han sixteen times his weekly benefit amount. He is not eligible
for benefits until he has been without work during a waiting period
u sually from one to three weeks. He is required to register a claim
for out of work payment, and at the same time file an application for a
new job . After this waiting period, he will receive weekly benefits for
ap proximat ely fifteen weeks. The payments will be something between
$5.00 and $15.00, or, approximately 50 % of his wages.
In addition to the individual and family benefits to be derived from
unemployment compensation, great weight is attached to its economic
significance to communities and even the nation for it is directed to~vard maintaining a continuous purchasing power, 'which will help to give
mdu~try a nd commerce that effective demand essential for normal production and empl oyment.
U Neg roes do not parti~ipate in b~nefits of the Old Age Insurance or
hn~mployment featur:es m proportion to population nor according to
t f eir needs or economic requll'ements . This is because the vast majority
0
egro workers are concentrated in two of the excluded groups, the
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domestics in private homes and agricultural workers .. Of the five and
one-half million
egroes gainfully employed, a~cordmg to the 1930
Census, four million or approximately 75''/, are 11:1 _these_ two. e~clud_ed
groups. While I pointed out that it was the admm1strative_ d1_fflculties
which caused the exclu. ion of the groups, and have further md1cated an
early possible coverage for them, it seems to me that this very situati_on
of 75 '7, of the workers being massed in t;wo least secure and least msurable jobs emphasizes a problem which I know you are already grappling wlth_'._namely: a more equitab!e distribution of N1c:gro workers
in industries according to the American pattern. Certamly, we are
brought face to face with the need of vocational guidance for the masses.
Time will permit me to merely name other important provisions of
the Social Security Act - Public Assistance and Health and Welfare,
aims to mitigate the distress of individuals who because of age or other
handicaps cannot carry full responsibility for self support. The needy
aged, needy blind, dependent children are covered under this title.
The Federal Government does not make payment dir~ctly to individuals, but to states whose responsibili ty it is to see that needy persons
establish their inability to support themselves. To the needy ~gcd and
needy blind satisfying the requirements, the Federal Government grants
a maximum of $15 monthly, provided, that an equal amount is given
by the state. The state may grant more; the Government, however, will
ahare only in a grant of $30 for an individual.
For the purpose of assisting states in aiding needy dependent
children the Social Security Act provided that the Federal Government
would pay to state having approved plans, an amount equal to one-third
of the total sums expended, provided that the maximum to a dependent
child should not exceed $18 monthly and $12 for each other dependent
child of the same family. Like the other Public Assistance measures, the
state mu t provide a state agency to give fair hearing to a dependent
child whose request has been denied. Only children under sixteen years
of age are covered, and it is required that they reside with a relative.
ot all of the provisions of the Social Security Act are administered
by the Social Security Board. Federal cooperation with states in programs involving service to maternal and child health and welfare for
crippled children is administered by the Children's Bureau of the Department of Labor. The maternal and child health activities are conducted largely through local staffs with supervisory and consultant
services in home and clinics. They provide medical examinations for
mothers and children, and among other things offer preventatives,
educational, dental and mental hygiene services. The states provide
staffs of nurses and physicians.
The annual appropriations for maternal and child health, crippled
children, and child welfare service aggregate eight million one hundred
fifty thousand dollars. Each state receives fifty thousand dollars and
the re t i prorated among them according to needs or some definite
ratio, as population.
T_h~ S?cial Security Act plac~d the national program of vocatio"?al
rehab1htation on a permanent basis and provided funds for its expansion
and development. This phase of the act is administered by the Office of
Education, Department of Interior. Grants are made to the states for
t~e reha?ilitation of per~ons who are handicapped vocationally by accident, disease or congenital causes. Each state must expend 2.s much
as the Federal Governmei:it grants_ to that state. Only disabled persons
wh? ha_ve actual or P?tential capacity to work are eligible for this service
wh1_ch mclu_des voc31~1onal co?~sel, selection of suitable occupations and
as _1stance ~n regammg suff1c1ent J?hy~ical restoration as to be able to
perform a Job regularly. The service 1s therefore a relief to unemployment.
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Every needy qualified applicant for assistance from any Bureau of
tbe Social Security Board should know that his application will have
-proper and just attention, and that there is set up in accordance with
the Act an Appeal Boord which will review his case if it appears that
negligence or discrimination influenced a decision.
Thus, as a Federal measure, the Social Security Act is administered,
in every section of the nation to every individual ·without regard to
color or creed and with impartiality. This is one of the big indirect benefits of the Social Security Act - a by-product if you please-and in my
opinion, it opens a most optimistic avenue for American Negroes. It is
well known that state and local public welfare agencies of many states,
particularly in the South, are prejudicial in matters pertaining to colored people.
The Social Security Act was the first Federal measure which set up
-definite standards and principles to which all states and subdivisions
thereof must conform in dispensing both Federal and local funds, and
that which is more important, the Social Security Board supervises
meticulously the conduct of state authorities in these affairs. It is
noteworthy that following in the light of the Social Security Act the
recently effective Wages and Hours Bill embodied these same principles
of equality and fairness for all people in every section of the country,
and while this last Act may at the beginning cause temporary setbacks
to some, in the long run the equality of industrial opportunity which it
affords must be a boon to the whole nation.
A great hope lies in the fact that these Federal measures establish
:a precedent of dealing with persons regardless of race or creed. By
practice, precedent becomes custom and habit. Laws grow out of customs
and habits. Thus, in progressive Federal legislation one visions complete
American citizenship with its responsibility and its rewards.
Finally, if we think of the magnitude and extent of insecurity, dependent old age, unemployment, ill health, and disability, we are compelled to admit a fear for the accumulated weight of the problem. It
manifests itself in a maze of disorders, mental, physical, moral and economic, which not only plague the present, but must be passed on as
burdens and handicaps to succeeding generations. If men are to live
the democratic way of life, men must understand and participate in
organized efforts of the community and the nation to provide for the
gener.11 welfare.
The Social Security Act is a product of years of effort to bring
about a more adequate adjustment to social and economic reality in
America. This legislation is a mile stone in the longer struggle between contending concepts of governmental responsibility. It seeks to
emphasize the role of government in the light of present social and
economic necessity.
An educated citizenry is the best means for obtaining approval and
sanction for this meaiiure obviously promoted for the general populace.
Too often false prophets with selfish motives lure and convince the illiterate. An aroused public consciousness evoked by interested leaders
and students of social problems must be relied upon for the full realization of the imports of the Social-Security Act.
Social Security is a challenge to the thinking and intellectual leadership of American Democracy.
* Social Security Board, Washington, D. C.
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1:PLI ATIO S OF THE FARM CREDIT
ADl\11NISTRATION

George T. Hudson, E xtension Economist •
As administrators of agricultural educational institutions yo1;1 co~tinua!ly meet the problem •.of maintaining a t~aching program _which, m
both content and method, will adequately equip r ural people with knowledge and skill to cope with ever increasing a gricultural problemsWhether these people be preparin g themselves in your schools, or are
now on the farms served by extension workers, you seek const_antl_y for
more effective means of assisting t h em in the a nalysis and application of
information wh ich they can apply to their individual sit1;1ations. As
technical and scientific knowl edge f farming has increased it has tended
to become specialized. This pecinlization cf research and information
ha led to highly speciali zed t eaching and extension programs.
Specialization is often necessary to the developme~t _of ~orkable
skill in any given subject j ob. F armers need to specialize m many
production jobs connected with agric ulture. Commercialization of _ag~·iculture in recent years has made it n ecessary fo r them also to specialize
in many business fun ctions connected w ith farm ing. And as owners or
business operators of farm s they must be able to coordinate all these
Ekills within a pattern which makes a sound fa rming program. In the
development of a sound farming program, farmers are learning that
human and economic factors are often as important as physical ones.
So farming today calls fo1· more business knowledge, more managerial
ability, and a capa city for ustained relationsh ips of farmers with one
< nother.
The successful farm fa mil y embodies all these abilit ies. It is
the purpose of this brief paper t o mention those bu iness abilit ies which
are r elated to the services of the Farm Credit Administration, and
with which we are concerned from a n educational standpoint.
ommercialization of a gr iculture h as vastly increased the number
and complexity of business and fi nancial transactions necessary to
normal farming operations. A their fr equency a nd importance increase,
the skill with which they ar handled becomes more vital to the succe s of the enterpri se. We know that most f a rmers sell a large share
of what their farms produce. and buy a large s hare of supplies entering
into farm produ ction and used for fa mily living .
On the investment side there are vital decisions to reach on the
purchase of the farm, improvements to be made, or additions of more
land. Investment in livestock, machinery a nd equipment is a problem
to be met and solved almo. t ever v year. E ach decision affects the income and expenses of the farm. Likewise m any farmers borrow money,
in other words use credit, to facili tate t h ese business transactions. There
agi:in decision with respect to fin a ncing a re important to the family's
welfare. Since these ari> necessary experiences in the daily lives of
most f~r1_n families they should ~orm t he b~sis for an important part of
the tram1~g programs of educatio~al a?'enc1e~, and should be recognized
a educational problem_ . by agencies dis pensing the e services to large
numbers of farm fam1h es. We can no longer maintain the position
that they are purely the personal problem s of farmers themselves and of
no concern to those of us who are in the professions of education or
busine s service. They are still individua l problems and decisions with
re pect to them are still the prerog ative a nd res pon ibilities of individual , but from a profe sional point of view they are also our .
';I'he need for mo1:e ~ducat i?n, or_ training whichever we prefer to
call it, and greater kill m dealing with these problems is apparent almo t everywhere we may observe closely the manner in which mo t
farmers cope with them. This i true not only of the economic princi-
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pies involved, but a~so of th~ mechanics_ of execution. The marketing
practices of farmers m an ent1re commumty often show a lack of understanding of pricing and distribution problems, the most !!dvantageous
methods of processing, packaging, grading, and sale, as well as the
quantities the market is capable of absorbing, or the importance of timing in moving commodities to market. In other instances farmers neglect to plan ahead for farm supply needs, or to familiarize themselves
with quality or specification details, or the situation with respect to
probable price trends. In the case of financing, farmers, like everyone
else, frequently make mistakes in judging values. This is especially expensive when poor judgment is backed with borrowed money. Many
otherwise excellent farmers have made the irremediable mistake of a
lifetime by paying too much for a farm at the wrong time, or going too
heavily in debt to do so.
In their u se of credit for farm business or family living expenses
many farm families fail to plan their needs anrl their use of credit
in advance on a business basis. A common result is that they either
borrow more than they need , or their unbusinesslike methods cause
banks to refuse them credit, in which case they often do without things
they need or resort to a more expensive store, or dealer or installment
credit. Of course, there are many factors connected with some of these
decisions which are not predictable in advance or which cannot be taken
into account. And it is also true there is no completely satisfactory
su b titution for experience. But these problems in marketing, purchasing, and financing can be studied profitably and rural people can
be better trained to deal with them. They have an educational approach.
Just as a farmer individually must be able to manage business affairs on his own farm, so should groups of farmers be able to manage
business problems cooperatively where such problems are common to a
community and can be dealt with effectively on a cooperative basis. The
right kind of membership is just as important as the right kind of
management in a cooperative. Both are absolutely indispensable. While
farmers cannot give too much of their time personally to the active
management of cooperative associations, they do need to understand
fully what needs to be done; what their individual responsibilities are
to each other as joint owners of ,a cooperative and in a general way at
least how desired objectives can be achieved. In learning all these things
they need a lot of training, experience, land observation, all of which we
usually lump under the term, education. So in setting up a cooperative,
farmers should provide that education in business ,problems be a regular
part of their program. Only by so doing can they hope to feel at home
in discussing the operations of their cooperatives or expect to keep
abreast of a rapidly changing business world. We usually refer to
education of members of cooperatives as a part of their membershiprelations program. It is encouraging and significant to note that more
and more cooperatives are recognizing the existence of a membershiprelations problem and are dealing with it in a systematic manner.
The directors and management of farmer-cooperatives owe to their
members first the responsibilities for education with reference to their
own services and operations. But they do not owe these responsibilities
to the members exclusively. If they are rendering a valuable service
in the community, one in which any farmer is entitled to participate and
fr om which he would benefit, then qualified farmers outside the immediate membership should have the opportunity to learn what is being
done and l~av_e the opportunity to identify themselves with such a program. This 1s especially true of farmers' cooperatives which enjoy the
financial assistance and technical aid of the Federal Government for
c~i:tainly_ any farmer wh_o can meet _the qualifications is entitled to' part1c1pate m the program 1f he so desires. However, these ::re essentially
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business organizations and not educational. agencies. It is nejther convenient nor advisable for them to engage m a general edlucat1onal program. Such a program would have to include specialized PE;rsonnel,
even leading into the field of ge~eral ~·ese~rc~ as well a~ teaching, and
would not be practical for a bu mess mst1tution unless it had a monopoly of any possible benefits resulting there~rom. If na~·ro_wed. down to
the business-getting prospects of the particular ~ssoc1at10n ~t would
perhaps be too partisan or specialized to be of maximum benefit to the
community.
To the extent that these business problems constitute themselves
a necessary part of the education or training of all rural people for successful fa:-ming, then just to that extent they are, or should _form, a
part o: the programs of existing educational agencies. Agncultu~al
colleges throughout the country are coming more and more to recognize
the need for greater knowledge and skill in problems of marketing,
purchasing, and•financing. Many of them for sometime _have been rendering special as:iistance to groups of farmers engaged m one or more
of these fields of business, and have been extendhg assistance to
farmers individually in problems of financing their farms. The greatest
single need in setting about helping farmers wii.h these problems is
FACTS. A great deal of research needs to be done in order to give
farmers the best quality of counsel.
ext to reseHch we need more effective methods of presenting what at best are difficult subjects to teach.
And not least we need more specialists trained in these fields of farm
business activitie , and more of our general agricultural wo:·kers need
at least some training in these fields.
It is at this point that I should like briefly to discuss the place the
F3rm Credit Administ:·ation, as the largest agricnltaral credit agency
in history, is trying to fill in such a program, and to indicate something
as to the nature of the educational work the organization is doing and
how it is cooperating with educational institutions througho'.lt the
country. Fir t, let me restate, as a basis for this discussion, what the
Farm Credit Administration is, why it was organized, and how it functions. The Farm Credit Administration is a nation-wide system of
farmers' cooperative credit associations, corporations, and banks through
which, with Government assistance, agriculture may obtain complete
credit service for all legitimate agricultural purposes, on a permanent
bu iness basis. It wa organized to provide farmers with their own
special credit facilities through which they might obtain needed financing
on terms and at a cost better fitted to their special requirements. The
establishment of the system now makes it possible for farmers, collectively and cooperatively, to draw upon the financial resources of the
entire country through the financial centers at interest rates comparable
to those paid by other large industries. Through this system they obtain
long-term mortgage credit for financing ownership of land and improvements, hort-term credit for production of crops and livestock, and both
long and short-term credit for financing the ownership and operation of
cooperative marketing and purchasing associations. This is a business
type of credit based upon the low ri k of good farmers who own a
substantial equity in their own farms and cooperative associations. Because they are good farmers with their own money invested as a safeguard to lenders, the interest rate is the lowest ever obtained by
American farmers.
To obtain credit on su~h favorable terms these farmers invest a
certain amount of money in their credit associations just as they do in
their farms. The Farm Credit Act provides that they shall own tock
in these a sociations in proportion to the amount of money borrowed.
This patronage basis of ownership is the most fair and equitable method
of farmer-owner hip of a cooperative enterprise. While the Government temp rarity has ir,directly furnished a part of the capital to start
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the system off on a sound basis, its capital will be withdrawn as fast
as borrowers build up sufficiently their own capital and reserves in the
system.
The associations do not lend their own capital, nor do they lend
Government funds. The notes securecf by farm property and mortgages
of the member-borrowers are used as security for issues of debentures
and bonds which are sold to the investing public, and the proceeds of sale
of the securities are used for loan to the members. Each member of an
association invests $5 in stock for each $100 he borrows. If after meeting
operating expenses the associations have any earnings or savings they
belong to the members antl can be used to build up the reserves of the
associations. In this way it is made poss ible for members progressively
to own theh: own credit institutions. When they become members and
owners, their responsibility for maintenance and management begins.
Unless they have proviously obtained extensive experience in cooperation and financ ing there is immediately a trem endous job of training
and edu<>ation involved. The system which functions within the Farm
Credit Administration includes several hundred thousand farmers whose
volume of business runs into billions of dollars.
The ccoperatives organized under the Farm Credit Act are especially
aware of the vital importance of membership relations and education.
In recognition of their responsibility to the thousands of farmer-members who have invested their money in the associations, they are engaged
in a continuing and cumulative program of education of members in the
organization, structure, function and objectives of their institutions,
and are also carrying out an intensive training program for all employees of these farm er-cooperatives in order that they may render better service to their farmer-employers.
While the Farm Credit Administration is not purely a Government
agency, and its big job is the hantlling of private, not Government funds,
nevertheless it is tied up closely with the Federal Government in one
way or another. Consequently it may be looked upon as a semi-public
agency. To a certain extent, therefore, it has a public responsibility.
In so far as educational work in credit and cooperative business is concerned this responsibility is fully r ecognized by the Farm Credit Administration. The organization in Washington has a number of specialists
who work on various problems and programs of marketing, purchasing,
and credit. These may be either of a research, or a service, or an
educutional character. A considerable number of bulletins, circulars
and reports are published from time to time. This group of specialists
usually works with and through the colleges of agriculture and extension services. In many instances they undertake projects at the request
of a particular institution. The relationship is a very satisfactory and
logical one and promotes a more effective and wide-spread use of the
time of these men.
In the case of Mr. Jas. L. Robinson and me, who happen to be the
two credit specialists at the moment, we are jointly employed by the
Farm Credit Administration and the Extension Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture. As you know, the actual operation
of the Farm Credit system is not conducted from Washington, but from
district offices, of which there are 12 in the United States. In certain of
these district offices such as Columbia, South Carolina, and Louisville,
Kentucky, there is also a full-time man employed to carry the responsibility for relations with educational agencies within those districts. In
the Washington office a Family Credit Section for extension work is
maintained to ass ist home economics departments and home demonstration leaders in work on farm family financing, particularly problems
of family financial budgets and a greater participation of farm women
in farm financial decisions. Also a Negro section has been maintained
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with a specialist to work particularly with Negro institutions and Negro
agricultural workers.
While the group of workers is small in relation to the number. 0£
states and work to be done yet their work can be made very effective
throueh close cooperation ~vith state educational instjtutions.
':['hese
newer economic problems are a real challenge to educational agencies to
keep their nervices abreast of the needs of farmers . They are also a
challenge from the standpoint of money, time and properly trained personnel to do the work. If we are to do the job well we need more research more training, and more extension demonstration work. It is
not th~t we should -do less of other essential things in the production
field but that we need to do more in the field of economics and business.' The colleges will need to draw upon all sources of information and
assistance in reinforcing and rounding out their already heavy schedules
and programs in their states. Likewise business agencies dealing witn
large numbers of farmers need to recognize more and more the educational implications of their business relations. Farm leaders can make
most excellent use of their own cooperative associations to help in carrying forward up-to-date training programs. We of the Farm Credit Administra tion try at all times to meet our responsibilities in connection
with all worthwhile educational activities for the benefit of farmers
throughout the country.
• Farm Credit Administration, Washington, D. C.

EGRO LA D GRA T COLLEGES I EDUCATIO AL COOPERATION WITH THE FARM SECURITY AD!\IINISTRATIO

Joseph H. B. Evans •
Three years have passed since I appeared before this Conference to
tell you something of the plans and program of the Resettlement Administration in its efforts to make a practical though experimental approach towards a solution of the problems affecting our American farm
population. At that time we were in the planning stage and could only
vision for the future certain hoped for results that would definitely bring
about an improvement in the economic and living standards of those
familie who might be taken into our program. There was no expectation that with the limited funds available, we would cure all of the ills
that had grown out of poor land usage, bad rural housing, wasteful
farm practices, neglect of health, inadequate educational facilities, burdensome and mounting debt, and the like, but there was a feeling that
we might find a way to a new pattern, so basically sound and challenging that it would have a material effect on future rural development.
The New Deal Administration, from its very beginning, centered attention on the human problems of that large mass of people who found
themselves in a situation from which they could not extricate themselves through their own efforts and several of the Emergency agencies
turned their attention to finding a way for providing better housing and
better economic opportunity for worthy families. There was the Division of Subsistence Homesteads with a program of rural and suburban
housing, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration which had taken
nearly 300,000 farm families off direct relief in a program of rehabilitation, and had tarted the building of several rural communities and the
Land Policy Section of the A. A. A. which had initiated land' u e projects in many of the states. It was soon evident that the work of the e
agencies mu t be coordinated and by Executive Order the Resettlement
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Administration was created and immediately took over their work. The
final step toward a sound integration of the work into our ~ational
J>rogram came when the name was changed to The Farm Secunty Administration and the agency made a definite part of the Department of
Agriculture.
There are those in this conference who can bear testimony to the
fact that in the development of plans affecting the Negro we have
recognized the value of counsel and suggestion that might come from
Land Grant College presidents and the members of their faculties and
staffs. Four of our projects, three of which are now completed and
occupied, are an outgrowth of plans originating in the Subsistence Homesteads Division and sponsored by schools that are members of this con•
ference. Roanoke Farms in North Carolina grew from plans worked on
for a nearby area by men from A. & T. College and with its 138 Negro
families and Negro staff workers, which include a Farm Supervisor,
a Home Economist, and a Cooperative Manager, is furnishing an excellent example of what can be done with people who were on the lowest
~conomic level. Prairie Farms in Macon County, Alabama has had the
continued sponsorship of Tuskegee Institute. It was truly a "Resettlement" project for many of the families were taken from a nearby
'sub-marginal land area now being developed as a land use project, but
the success of the 34 homesteaders is evident on the farm and in the
home and the fine community spirit and outlook is a tribute to the Negro
Community Manager who is in charge of this project.
Orangeburg Farms in South Carolina grew out of the efforts of the
president and workers at State College. It has been developed as a
bi-racial project but approximately 80 per cent of the occupants will be
Negroes. The one suburban type project developed for Negro occupancy
is known as Aberdeen Gardens and is located in Virginia about four
miles from Newport News and £our miles from Hampton . The President
of Hampton Institute and members of faculty initiated the first steps
toward this project and are not members of the Advisory Committee.
:Each of the 158 homes has a garden space of from one-half to threequarters of l:ln acre and llampton is assisting in the development of a
gardening program as well as lending aid in matters affecting education.
Aberdeen Gardens stands out as a project built by Negro labor
Under the direction of a Negro project Engineer under whom were a
staff of Negro technicians including civil and construction engineers,
rodmen, linemen, carpentry and ma om·y superintendents and foremen
as well as accountants, clerks, timekeepers, and the like. It is now in
charge of a egro Community Manager who has a Home Economist and
a Maintenance Engineer assisting him.
Other community develtlpments for Negro families include Gee)s
Bend in Alabama for 92 families, Lake View in Phillips County, Arkan•
sas for 100 families, Flint River Farms in Macon County, Georgia for
107 families and sponsored by Fort Valley Normal and Industrial In•
stitute, Allendale Farms in South Carolina for 120 families, and Sabine
Farms in Texas which now house 23 families but has land enough to
e~ent~ally house 100 families. In addition, there are 19 projects of a
bi-racial character where Negro and white families are operating under
the same management. When completed, these projects will provide for
more than 550 egro families .
. It is_ true tha~ these community and scatte'red farm -developmtmts
with their attractive houses, well built barns, pollltry hollses, smoke
house_s, sanitary toilets, an-cl well laid out £arms, make an indelible imJ)resswn on one who sees them and he learns from his conversation with
the farmer and his wife that a new hope for their f u ture and their
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children's future has come home to them. But w~ must 1:0~ lose. sigJ:tt
of another phase of the work of the Farm Secuntr Admm1strat10n 1n
the rehabilitation of farm families who needed help m the fo!J?l of loans
and guidance to get them back on their feet. These were fam(l(es already
on producing soil who needed funds for seed, feed, fertilizer, work
stock, or even food and clothing to see them _t~rough th~ next. crop
year. More than that they needed expert superv1s1on and_ ~m~ance as to
farm practices and this was given them by our_ R~h3:b~htat1on Supervisors who work with individual farmers on then· md1v1dual problems.
A recent statistical study of only a portion of the total families to
whom loans have been made, listed 25,796 as being made to Negro
families. Since that time the number has increased and this figure is
probably double what it was at the time of the study.
Still another service provided by this agency of the Bepartment of
Agriculture is that of the Farm Debt Adjustment Committees. These
committees, who serve without pay other than their expenses, are made
up of farmers, professional and business people from the locality in
which the farmer's home or property is located. Their work is to act
as mediators between farmers who have burdensome debts and their
creditors, and to recommend ways of avoiding foreclosures. The committee asks the farmer applying for help to list all his creditors and explain his financial difficulties. After examining the case the committee
suggests terms of settlement fair to both parties concerned, and within
the farmer's ability to pay. Creditors, while not bound by law to follow
the committee's suggestions, are almost without exception glad to
cooperate.
An interesting case of this kind, in which a farm debt adjustment
committee in Louisiana saved the property of a
egro farnier, was
brought to my attention just a few days ago. I want to tell you about
it.
A young egro and his wife, who had started out as sharecroppers
and tenants, decided to buy a farm. The farm was selectetl and the title
tran ferred. The new owner, ambitious, enrolled in night school in a
nearby town, eventually became a teacher, and a leader in his community. Everything prospered but his farm. Try as he might, he seemed
unable to clear his home from debt. The former owner brought suit to
foreclose. Then, in desperation, our farmer went to his local farm debt
adju tment committee, and laid his troubles before them. This is what
they found. The owner had been illegally charging the purchaser $100
a year for rent, in addition to his payments on principal and interest.
Instead of owing several thousand dollars, the farmer owed only $300.
The former owner agreed to accept payment on this small balance at
the rate of $100 a year. The first payment has already been made.
When the crops are marketed in 1940, this farmer, faced with foreclosure only a fe\v months ago, will hold title to his own farm, unencumbered by mortgages .or debts of any kind.
All of you are familiar with the Bankhead Act which made available
a fund of $10,000,000 in 1938, $25,000,000 for 1939 and planned for
$50,000 .00 each year thereafter to be used in loans to tenant farmers to
put them on the road to ~wnership of farms selected by them and approved by the County committees set up to assist the Rural Rehabilitation
Supervisors. In establishing quotas for the various counties selected,
effort wa made to prevent discrimination on account of race or color.
Many eg~o families were accepted for loans and I was gratified to
learn that m the State of Georgia the two largest loans approximating
$5,00~ each were made to Negro farmers in Terrell County. The big
handicap _to the. Negro, however, was his failure to apply in large numbers and immediate steps were taken this year to let him know definitely
that he was not excluded fro1:1 the benefits of this Act. Excellent as-
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sistance came from Extension Agents and Vocational Agricultural
teachers with the result that a much larger number of applications indicate an increased desire for participation.
A complete picture of what is being done for Negro farm families
must include the work of the Home Management Supervisors and Home
Economists with the farm wife. They are working wlth them in their
own homes, showing them how to manage, how to keep records, how to
plan their meals, how to can and preserve for future consun,ption. In
four of our community projects which I visited this summer there is
not a housewife who will have less than 300 quarts of preserves, vegetables, and soups for winter consumption. And the work is extending
to the canning of meats. Nor have the health and educational needs
been neglected for you will find project nurses, health clinics, schools
and community houses serving both children and adults.
The theme of this conference is "Enlarging the Service and Support
of Negro Land-Grant Colleges" and I am sure it is not difficult for you
to see that the program of the Farm Security Administration offers you
and your school a definite opportunity to serve these people who have
come temporarily under our wing.
Here are laboratories purposely
located near our institutions of learning, where faculty and student may
find the set up for ''off-campus learning on the job." Here is provided
the opportunity for research that will include not only agriculture,
home economics, engineering and the like, but studies in the economic and
sociological approach. Real contributions and assistance can be made
to these families in the educational work for children as well as for
adults. Cooperative stores, cotton gins, grist and feed mills, repair
shops, purchasing and marketing associations will furnish the practical
application of the principles taught in the classroom.
All of this contemplates that those Land-Grant Colleges located in
southern areas where the Negro looms as an agricultural worker, are
now ready to reverse the trend which carried them to emphasize the cultural and classical as a means of bringing their schools up to recognized
collegiate levels. In the words of President Patterson of Tuskegee
Institute: "The magnitude and complexity of the South's agricultural
problems demand a preparation to meet new situations as they arise and
to anticipate needed facilities for the increasing responsibilities of exJlerimentation, cOOJleration and concentration on the rural problems so
acute at the present time." The Land-Grant College must recognize
its respons ibility to contribute to long range planning as it affects the
egro in its area and region. and in this planning it must not lose
sight of the need of preparation for trained leadership in the new field
of rural community development.
·
With prophetic vision. Henry C. Wallace writing in 1925 on "Our
Debt and D~ty to the Farmer," said:
"The really important thing is wide acceptance by farmers of the
ideal of a rural civilization which carries as much satisfaction depth
of culture, and economic stability as city civilization. To create
an ideal of sufficient compelling power, thousands of well-educated
farm people must think with all their heart and soul about how to
give farming not only economic equality but also its full measure
of human satisfaction. The men of vision must arise soon if the
United States is to be saved from the fate of hecoming a prepon•
derantly industrial nation in which there is not a relation of equality
between agriculture and industry. They must act in the faith that it
will be good for the entire Nation if agriculture from henceforth
~dvances on terms of absolute equality with industry. The problem
ls to clarify continually the vision of a well-rounded, self-sustaining
national life in which there shall be a fair balance between industry
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and agriculture and in which our agriculture shall not be sacrfficed to the building of cities."

*

---------

Social Economist and Race Relations Specialist for the
Security Administration, Washingto~, D. C.

Farm:

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION A D GUIDANCE
F. D. Patterson, Tuskegee Institute

The privilege of contacting Negro youth in the past few years
reveals about them at least two outstanding facts which seem to characterize Negro youth today. First, that they are an ambitious lot, very
much bewildered by the morass of social and e::onomic confusion extant
and by the impasse presented to them as a group. Secondly, that as a
result they either are unable to make a decision regarding their vocational choice or, when one is made, it represents a stereotyped veering in
the direction of the usual professions without the slightest notions
of their probabilities of success.
This has reached such proportions in the face of diminishing employment opportunities for the Negro cnmasse. that it is evident that some
effort must be made to clarify the issue involved. The future picture
of the socio-economic development of the entire Negro group depends
on the ability of Negro youth to choose wisely their life's work. To do
this they must obviously penetrate the fog created by traditional concepts
which hovers tenaciously over the areas in which the masses of Negroes
have their di tribution of employment .
The Negro has been content to identifv his fate almost entirely with
the general fate of the American people. His idealism has led him to believe that the failure to offer him opportunity in proportion to his
ability would somehow suddenly vanish and that a new day was just
in the offing. Unquestionably sul:stantial progress has been made, but
it i eriously open to question if this progrers has been anything like
adequate to offset th_ losses sustained throuo-h failure to capitalize in
the area offering employment to the masses of Negroes. There has
been with this idealism, too, the erroneous concept that the Negro by
education would somehow vault the entire distance between the mass
status characterized by ignorance, poverty and lowliness of occupation
to the desired status of intelligence, adequate wealth and dignity of
occupational opportunity. This attitude has apparently ignored both
the_ unwisdom of such an attempt at group progress and the unlikliness
of its ever occurring. It shouM be stated again and again that those who
through their own ability and the fortuity of circumstances attained
the desired professional stature must depend upon a substantial group
of producers of wealth if they are to be secure in their eminence. This
?r?ad and supporting base of wealth simply cannot be hurdled. Secondly,
if 1t could be there is no evidence to indicate that such opportunities will
be forthcoming in anything like the amount needed in the near future.
Many encouraging things are being said and written in the South
wh~re eight millions of Negroes are found and where they constitute
an important share of the population of the several southern states with
few exceptions. These things have to do with the importance of the
South as a region taking advantage of its wonderful resource , both
~uman and material. It is suggested that the South must stop blaming
1ts_backwardness on the Civil War and the bi-racial nature of its population, ·and that in doing so it forget the former antl make the most of
the latter. It calls attention to waste of both its human and material
resources as being the responsible factor in the equation . It points to
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the favorable condition of soil fertility on lands not destroyed by
erosion, a lthough ninety-seven millions of acres have been part]y or
totally rn destroyed, the long growing season 3:nd the abundant rainfall
a evidences of the favor of nature. It also pomts to a. read¥ _supJ?lY of
abundan t labor in the millions of egroes as well as whites l!vmg_ m the
South. These if used wisely are more than adequate to c_ope with the
problems confronting the region we arc told. These th11~gs are encouraging to all and particularly to the Ne_gro_ whose fate_ m p~rt, and
in gr eat part, depends upon the general realization that he 1s an 1~tegral
part of the r egion nad nation. For as such no progra_m of social and
econom ic developm ent may hope for more than partial su~cess that
ignores his share in it. Yet it seems s~fe to assume that this concept
will not dawn or burst forth on the conscious ness of the South as a while
to the extent that traditional concepts will vanish overnight.
The Negro must not be content then simply to wait for the evol1:1tion of mass thinking that will be required. It will be too long and it
may be too late. A people to be reckoned with is a people that will not be
stopped - a people that when denied opportunity will find a way or
make ore. For t unatel y there yet remains in the employment opportunities available to t he Negro the putty that may be molded in capable
hands to t h e pattern needed to help meet the desirnd ends. The Negro
must not be content to wait and complain only. Both of these are
necessar y and the patience which the Negro has been able to exhibit
under circumstances tha t have caused other races to fret themselves out
of existence is an enviable quality . Make known the inequalities he
must, and in many instances we may assume that the Negro has not
received more because he has not insi tently made his wants known.
The e values. however, must be combined with a determination to map
a complete pla n of a ction which will have as one of its ba ic components
making the most of the opportunit ies which exist. On this point there
can be no equivocation and he must not wait. Each day lost in orienting
our elves in t he direction of these fleeting opportunities heightens the
task that m ust eventually be faced . The keen competition for all jobs
is dail y robbing the Negro of opportunities in which he formerly held
sway.
This same competition is being used as a tool in the hands of organized labor which not only excludes the Negro but is also denying
him the opportunity of learning manipulative skills in many areas. The
regro, t oo, must challenge the waste in terms of human resources which
he is per mitting to go on through failure to use his brains to raise the
ma sses of N egro wage earners above the level of ruthless exploitation.
There is al o a tremendous waste being increasingly involved in turning
out from our institutions of learning those who through a lack of sound
direction are qualified only to enter fields that are rel::itively overcrow ded. Money spent on such i~dividual s is largely wasted unless they
have the capacity of adjustment that will allow them to turn to other
field s and succeed. Let's face the facts and point out clearly and without apology to these young people the fields and areas of service in
which they may not only earn a respectable living but in doing so will
be making a vital attack on the problem of gro~p advancement at a
point where it is most needed.
. The ef:rO must adopt the order of the day and plan his own economic and ocial development. Obviously this must be done in line with
facts rathe~ than fancY:. . A sane and intelligent approach should not
~1ake the Job ove~ly_ d1ff1culty. With some 60,000 teachers employed
it should !)Ot be d1~f1cult to determine the number to be r eplaced each
year and m what fields. The annual increa e of teachers for extra departments and new chools could be predicted with reasonable accuracy
Charles S. Johnson in his book on "THE EGRO COLLEGE GRAD~
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UATE," expre sed the opinion that the chief demand in the teaching
profession will be replacement from death and the raising of professional standards.
Students come to college and methodically elect high school education and end up teaching in elementary and rural elementar:,_r scho?ls.
Many end up not teaching at all. The field of home e~~n.0;111cs which
pays well is under-supplied and offers numerous poss1b1hties for expansion. Should we continue to_ let ?Ur. fine youth: _clean cut and upstanding as they are, end up with misdirected amb1t10n thwarted and
gravitate into jobs which ~hey deem unworthy? Or sh?uld we appeal
to their courage and sagacity_ to break down the~e fron~1~1:s. of emplo~ment barriers through intelligent study of their poss1b1ht1es?
Is it
not time to lessen the gulf that exists between the educated ~egro 3:nd
his untutored brother? 75< , of the employable Negroes are m unskilled work. In this we need more ihan an academic interest which will
simply set out and classify his inadequacies. What is needed is the sort
of interest that will convert these inadequacies into assets. For the sake
of clarity, it is one thing to know the degree of ignorance existing
among egroes engaged in personal and domestic service, the extent
and nature of their illnesses and the extent to which their meager earnings are ill spent. Improvement will come, hawever, when a program of
training that will meet their needs is set up in our institutions, or by
special classes provided by those prepared in home economics. I commend most highly those beginning ventures in this direction which are
meeting with signal success already.
The point, therefore, is that the time has come when we must go
to the core of the situation in a manner that will insure result. Halfhearted and immature efforts will not suffice. Trite and outmoded concepts that have characterized our pattern of stereotyped reactions to
these situations must go. Less importance must be attached to the
attitudes of ethers and more to significance of a procedure destined to
build soundly for the long pull ahead.
In all of this the need for a sound program of vocational guidance
is indicated. The keen competition for available jobs now being experienced by the more than 2,000 college graduates leaving our college annually makes this so. The haphazard drifting which has in
large measures characterized career selection in the past must give way
to intelligent counseling - counseling that will make available on the
precollege level the facts regarding vocational po sibilities. This information will face squarely the circum criptions in terms of employment
experienced by the Negro while at ihe same time it makes clear the
fact that employment barriers have been broken down in unusual occupations by those with the ability to perform and capacity to acrifice.
Such programs of guidance will take into account social and economic
trend with the occupational emphasis involved. The past few years
have seemed a great stimulus to the field of social work. The mechanization of industry and the horter working day are destined to be a
great boon to recreational work and to service occupations. The increased urbanization of egroes and the maldistribution of professional
services which are inadequate at best are factors the guidance program
must consider. Such a program of counseling should not merely point
to desirable occupations but should help students to eliminate the chaff
from their program of studie so that the mo t valuable use could be
made of their time. It is significant that many college graduates find
themselves unable to relate much of their undergraduate instruction
to the jobs they are doing. For example, studies show that more than
50<', of those who have gone into medicine failed to major in one of the
natural sciences. These subjects are generally recognized as basic to
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m edicine. Likewise. not a fourth of those in insurance have majored
in economics and business cou rses.
I would dep ict therefore a sort of Utopia to result from a concerted
attack on t he problems of vocational adjustmei:t. The Utopia refer:red
to in this instance is one with a sort of earthly tmge - one that predicts
possibilit ies in t erms of h"uman frailties and assumes that past attitudes
in r egar d t o t h e Negro have predicable value !n indicating t~e. 1;3:te and
the m eth od by which change for the better will come. Poss1b1ht1es are
suggested in addition to those that will be attained from forces already
at work - possibilities to be expected in and of themselves as a result
of a plann ed and directed economy by the Negro as a means of facilitat
ing the improvement of his social and economic status from within .
As on e who finds traveling necessary and frequent, physical comfor t
is suggested in the hope for the existence where necessary of resta~rant s in which a meal may be obtained without affront to one's sensibilities - restaurants that, through the aid of experts in interior decoration loca ted in our educational institutions, will be beautiful without
being expen sive. They will serve foods that are wholesome and prepared
in a ·m anner tha t is palatable for they will be operated by persons wh o
have learned in school, commercial food preparation and service. Patron s
will be t r eated with courtesy without familiar ity. The dress of employees and the condition of the surroundings will suggest cleanliness
and good tast e. The owners of such well r un establishments with a
reputation f or good food may frequently find demands for their products
so stron g by whites a s to indicate the desirability of conducting branch
establi sh ments for this patronage. It has happened in instances less
comm enda tory than that suggested above.
Small and modest hostelries with the same general qualification
a s the r estaurants referred to above will also offer a friendly welcome
to th e Negro transient. Their charges will need be commensurate with
the accommodations offered and there will be an appreciation of this
fa ct on t h e part of sufficient intelligent Negroes to justify the outlay.
More and m or e through increased travel by motor and train the strain
of throwin g hom es open to the wayfarer is being felt and the strain of
being so en tertained is little less burdensome. I hope those who have
been h ospitable to me in this wise will take no offense.
E ach city of any size in the South and many outside of the South
will boast one or more landscape gardeners or architects who will
have charge of several estates that will be serviced with a crew of men .
Many of these will operate nurseries and greenhouses in conjunction.
Here t h eir patronage will be without respect to color and their claim to
this patr on age will b e their knowledge of the intricate details of the
business gained through technical studies offered in curricula for this
purpose.
There will be in these same cities college trained men as bu ilding
sup erin tende nts who will have under them a corps of •workers. These
men will b e t horoughly prepared for their jobs for their training will be
broad. Manipulative skills will be taught in a comprehen sive way and
on th e doing level. . Such an individual will be a carpenter, locksmith ,
plumber, st eam engmeer and an electrician all in one. He will know
how to handle m en and will be conscious of their health home life and
chara~t er as effici_en cy factors .. Like men I know now' these building
sup ermtendents will be community leaders who rank in influence and
service with an y other profession.
Ther e ~ill be_ i_n the~e same cities trained Negro chefs who because ?f their tr~mmg will be assets to. their employers and the pride
of_ th eir community. Here and there will be really creative men who
will be thought and spoken of with the respect given to Oscar at
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Waldorf Astoria. Through their contributions the pride. of A~ericart
hotels will be American food; and tourists from Europe will chensh thd
culin:ny offerings for these reasons. Thou~ands of young men an
women shall find desirable vocational outlet because they shall co~mand respect and satisfactory conditions of employment through their
ability.
There will flow into the pockets of the egro. miJlion~ of dollars
otheiwi e lo t through the conquering of these frontiers. This m~r~ased
wealth will make pcssible more doctors, lawyers, nurses and _mm1sters
of proper training because they can be supported. There will, therefore, be le s disease and suffering with the cons<:!quent cost of same.
Effort in oth r areas will break down employment barriers and a
race of sufficient elf-respect and purchasing power will not be so easily
di criminatc•l again t. The talented youngster in literature, in are, will
get a better chance. In brief a cycle that is now viciously holding the
egro in a treadmill of mediocrity will be substituted by a cycle that
sets in motion a series of advantages which shall bring new heights of
progre s as it gain momentum .
The lot of the 30.000 Negroes, mostly women, working in personal
and domesti" service will also be improved for there will be graduates
of home economics in each city where numbers in thi group are employed, who e job it will be to ee to it that they present higher qualifications and con equently receive better wages. This will be done
through special instruction given in a mall modern et-up furnishl!d
by the local business people who will profit by this increased experience
in purcha ing materials and home equipment and in the preparation of
foodstuffs.
The war, the depres ion and the continued Jean rations on which the
nation has exi ted in the pa t few years have eventuated into a period
of elf-study that has revealed fact that are both significant and interesting. It is aid now that the heyday of prosperity was not the normal ituation we regarded it to be. And that, far from its being the
result of man's prowess, was due as much to the compen ation of errors
as anything else. Efforts to check up nave revealed that side by side
with the development of a first ranking agricultural and industrial civilization, there ha been a prodigal waste of resources both human and
material that ha reached staggering proportion . It is suggested that
with the frontier of natural wealth either largely destroyed or seriously
diminished, that the new frontiers America must face are the areas of
barrenne~s and human degradation which must be penetrated and developed through the intelligent application of all of the sciences and
ocial forces at man's dispo al.
The development of the egro since 1865 as purely a group phenomenon parallels the general situation, for here too, a phenominal growth
has b en charact riz d by wrste - wastr. fir t in failure to lift the
egro in the occupations furniEhel the bulk of employment opportunities; waste in failing to ll10re ati facto::ily prepare the large number
of school age who fail to continue their education through the college
level and waste cf training to be een in those individual J\vith professional preparation engaged in pursuit which, if not menial certainly
are ones for which no scholastic preparation was nece sary. These employment areas are rapidly becoming barren, so far as the
egro is
concerned, through competition on th one hand and neglect on the other.
s su h they have become frontiers that must be conquered if this wa te
is to be stopped and the richness f human resources remaining are
to be developed. It may not be ami s then if the egro realizes hi
re ponsibility net alone in th i general pattern but if he also realize
that these occupations referred to. which are offering 95', of the em-
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ployment opportunities which the
egro has, constitute for him one
of the frontiers that must be conquered if a satisfactory economy for the
entire Negro race is to be approached.
Many of those who are inclined to predict the egro's future bll:sed
on past efforts find much room for pessimism because of the mas~1yeness of big business and giant industries . The pre~sure of compet1t10n
is seen and realized. Three are, however, many times the number of
small businesses as large and the difficulties involved are not particularly racial. The point here to be made is that the Negro has not done
an honest part by the small business. Obviously this _is the p~ace to .s~a.rt.
Let's be "faithful over a few things" before lamenting the 1mposs1b1hty
of the "manythings."
There is great need for vocational guidance in colleges for egroes
-vocational guidance that will point to the frontiers resident in occupations firmly established but long neglected and guidance of a virile
sort that will reveal the opportunities now dormant in areas as yet
unexplored which offer to those of vision, initiative and the capacity
for hard work the same limitless possibilities presented to those hardy
pioneers who founded this nation. The time was never more ripe for
harnessing the buying power of millions of Negroes. It. is likewise rich
in its possibilities for engaging the buying power of the general population regardless of race. A hardy people is one who thrives on adversity
and in doing so will be capable of turning the apparent barrenness to
economic opportunity and the chance for social expression to good account. Let us therefore marshal our forces and march into the fray.

EDUCATION A D EGRO YO TH
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune *
The problems of youth are but a reflection of the problems of adult
life. Our social and economic insecurity has reflected itself in the home
life of young people of today. The people we call youth were born in and
during the days of the World War, a time of stress and strain when the
very word "democracy" was being challenged - to be followed by the
economic debacle of 1929 and the days of depression, unemployment and
the arrival of nationalism on a large scale with the 'isms" and their
engendered racial prejudices. These youth are making a valiant struggle
to face a world of such grim realities . I have faith in them and their
desire to meet the facts of a changing social and economic order with
courage and faith.
The schools and colleges must meet this challenge by an unadulterated attempt to provide a curricula and course of study that will pro•
vide them with the tools and techniques of a modern civilization.
The National Youth Administration has attempted to meet this
crisis by providing (1) tudent aid, (2) work projects, (3) guidance and
plac~m~nt and (4) resi?ent centers. The National Youth Administration
has ms1 ted upon a philosophy of work and learn-earn while you learn
pre_a~hment which has included the fundamental techniques of 1·elated
trammg and expei-iences which might lead to vocational adjustn1ent and
social living.
We think that the educator of egroes must not only teach Negroes
to work and ear~ a living, but to learn to live while earning a living.
There _of course mvolves the question ocial education - consumer cooperr.tives and a keen study of politics because we live in a political
dem_ocracy. Y'f. e could easily teach more about labor relations and collective bargammg since we represent such a large percentage of workers,
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We must tune the education of our young people to a swiftly changingsocial and economic order.
This approach is a doubl~ cha)lenge to t~e Land Gran~ Colle~es because they are establi hed pr1mar1ly for agricultural and md~stnal approaches. In this maze of social adjustment, youth n1::eds guidance a~d
direction. It appears to me that our weakest educational approach 1n
our Negro colleges and secondary schools is that of guidance and s~ecific
vocational training and it is our duty to stud¥ very carefullY: this approach and give much thought to the revamping of our curnculum to
include thi sound approach to youth and their problems.

*

Director, Division of

egro Affairs,
ational Youth Administration,
Washington, D. C.

PROGRAMS FOR IM PROVI G FEDERA L AID TO
ED CA TIO

I

THE ST ATES

George F. Zook

*

May I take this opportunity to point out the fact that according to
the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Education the
general federal aid for elementary and secondary education, beginning
at $40,000,000 an::! increasing by $20,000,000 each year to $140,000,000 is not limited to the support of the traditional academic subjects.
It may be used for a number of additional purposes, including health,
welfare and recreational activities of children and youth, pre-primary
training, vo::ational guidance, vocational edu~ation, including supervi ·ion of club work; placement activities. technical and vocational institute , and other programs, including junior colleges that are operated as
part of a local secondary school system; and fhally part-time civic,
general and vocational adult educational and recreational activities under
the au pices of s::hool systems.
I wish now to mention briefly certain portions of the Advisory Committee' report. It will be remembered, as I stated in the beginning,
that the committee was originally appointed in September, 1936 for
the purpose of studying and reporting on "the experience under the
existing program of Federal aid for vo::ational education, the relation
of such training to general education and to prevailing economic and
social conditions and the extent of the need for an expanded program."
Although enlarged at a later date to canvass the entire field of the
relations of the Federal Government to the state and local conduct of
education, the committee naturally gave a great deal of attention to its
original assignment.
The committee was deeply impressed with the relative inflexibility
of the provision of the Smith-Hughes' Act of 1917 as they applied to
in truction in the various fields. The committee therefore recommended
the comprehensive revi ion of the basic statutes providing Federal aid
for vocational education in order to overcome fundamental weaknesses.
The specific provision interferring with local school administration
should be repealed, and other changes should be made.
1!1 the inter1::sts of more equitf:1,ble provision of opportunities for
vocational ed_u~~tion_, of less separatism within the school system, and of
greater flex1b1hty m tate and local school administration it recommended that all special F deral aid for vocational education ~f less than
senior college grade be consolidated into one fund. With few limitation
the amended statutes hould make thi fund available to the states fo;
all desirable types of occupational preparation.
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If the various existing funds are not consolidated, however, the
eommittee believes that at the very least the states should be authorized,
subject to the approval of the Office of Education, to make transfers
between the various funds for vocational education . As matters now
stand, the limits of the various programs are not only rigid and inflexible, but states frequently have more funds available for certain activities than they can use, while they are greatly in need of funds for other
activities within the range of vocational education.
Much of the very unwise existing Federal control over vocational
<education results from the fact that Federal officials have assumed the
duty of determining in detail what types of education shall be considered vocational. It is therefore recommended that in the revision of
the statutes, the determination of the educational activities to be deemed
vocational be transferred entirely to the states. It should be made
clear. however, that vocational guidance, general instruction with respect to vocations, vocational re-training and placement and follow-up
activities in cooperation ,\with public employment offices may all properly
be regarded as within the scope of vocational education. Federal funds
available for any type of vocational education should be available for
all these activities; it is especially important that the funds be made
available for vocational guidance, since it is an essential and fundamental part of any sound program of vocational education.
Funds
available for vocational education in agriculture should also be available
for cooperation with the Cooperative Extension Service in club work
for rural boys and girls, regardless of their age or academic status.
The committee also gave considerable attention to the Federal Extension Service in agriculture as follows:
l.

If the Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service continues to be
primarily an educational agency administered by the land-grant
colleges, incl'easing attention should be given to the development
of appropriate relationships between the Extension Service and
the public school systems in the rural areas of the various states.

2.

No Federal agency should officially sponsor national organizations
of youth or promote youth organizations with commercial assistance. although desirable types of club work under state and local
educational agencies and under private non-commercial auspices
may well be encouraged.

3.

Eventually it may be possible for teachers in rural schools to be
of much assistance in the local promotion and development of 4-H
Club activities. The Extension Service should continue to maintain
a major interest in club work in coopel'ation with the cchools, and
continue to employ specialized personnel for the purpose, particularly among the subject-matter specialists stationed at the landgrant college .

I wish now to call your attention to another aspect of the committee's report which i of great importance in the development of vocational work. The committee wisely points out the fact that in the later
years of high school and in college, every young person should have at
least a general idea of the type of occupation he will eventually be able
to enter. His occupational interests should serve to give integration and
l'eality to his educational experience. The schools should adapt their
programs accordingly. Finally, when the youth leaves school, there
should be appropriate facilities to assist him, not metely to find a job,
but to find the right job.
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At present no one 7~n ~dvise you!lg people w_ith an:y assurance . as
to the relative' opportunities m the vanous occu_uat1onal _fiel~s to which
their abilities may be suited. The available mform:ition 1s scattered,.
fragmentary and frequently unreliable. Moreover, the !~ck of ~dequate
information makes it impossible for school to_ plan their offerings of
vocational courses in accordance with prospective outlets for graduates.
An occupational outlook service is ~eeded that will pro:vide a clear
description of each of the major occupations or groups of mmor occupations the kind of a life each occupation offers, the character of the
prep;ration essential to entPr it, the members employed and the trend
of employment, t!ie numbers oi new employees taker. on each year, and
the numbers of youth in ea~h ye:.r of college or secondar1 sc~ool pr~paration who have the intention of entering the occupation 1f possible.
Such information presente:i in its historical, geographical and technological setting- woul<l go !ar toward_ providing _individuals with I';- broad
objective and factual basis fer makmg the choice of an occupation and
deciding upon the kind of traininP, to pursue. The task would be somewhat imilnr to the preparation of the agricultural outlook report
that have been issued for many years by the Department of Agriculture.
Feeling that it had established the necessity of Federal aid to education the committee next turned its attention to the manner in which
Federal funds should be distributed to the states. The committee's position may be stated as follows: "The major portion of Federal aid to
education should at all times be granted on a basis that trends to lessen
inequalities of opportunities among states and within states-" You will
notice that the committee, after extended consideration, concluded that
it was not pessible at this time, at any rate, to work toward a program
of actual equality of education&! opportunity much as such a progran1
might eem desirable from a theoretical point of view. After all it is
not feasible to follow every child into spartely populated areas with the
same school facilities ms may rea onably be expected in centers of population. Moreover. to approximate closely in all states the school facilities of the best states would cost a staggering sum of money and
would inevitably lead into the whole problem of revising the taxation
structure in states and localities, a situation which on the one hand the
committee regarded as quite impossible and on the other as not its function desirable as tax reform may be. The committee, therefore chose
to, addr ·ss i~self to the reali tic ta k of "lessening inequalities in' educational oppor~unities,". believing th~t experience would guide us to the
extent to which equality of educational opportunity may be realized.
In order that I _may make the pos_ition_ of _the committee clear may
I contrast the practices of Federal leg1slat1on m the past with the new
procedures recommende~ by the Advisory Committee. The Smith-Lever
Act of 1914 and the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 distribute Federal funds
to th_e states on population ~~ses of one kind or another. In addition they
requu:e _the states or i?caht1es to match these funds dollar for dollar.
ow 1t 1s perfectly obvious that ~ome counties and communities are very
much poorer than ot_hers. Experience has shown conclusively that many
?f them cannot possibly affor~ to help support a club leader, or in some
msta~ce even a COU!)~Y agricultural agent.
In other words, tho e
C?unties and ~ommumt1es m t able to help themselves secure Federal
aid, those wh1c~ are lea t able to support these activities _ the one
"".here the need 1s probably the greatest -: are_ unable to get any Federal
aid at al_!. Instead, therefore, of removing inequalities of educational
?PPOrtu_n_1ty these laws_ h~ve actually, in many instances increased th
mequahbes already ex1stmg.
'
e
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Fortunately in the latter b!l~s providi~g aid for educ!ltion the
matching feature has been modified _o~· om1t~ed, b~t acc?rdmg to the
Harrison-Fletcher-Black Bill, as originally mtrod·uced into thE; last
session of Congress, Federal funds were to go t_o each s~ate according to
the number of children in each state from five to nineteen years of
age. The late Senator Robinson, in discussing this bill about a year or
so ago in Congress, put his finger squarely on the trouble. "The bill,"
said he "would set up the permanent policy of aiding states without
regard to their need for aid in the matter of promoting education." In
other words, as the committee brouo-ht out clearly, the wealthy states
would have received a good deal to improve what already was on a
relatively high basis, whereas the states most in need would not have
received enough to improve the situation appreciably unless the total
grant was considerably larger.
Next in importance, therefore, to the committee's conclusion as
to the necessity for Federal aid for education, is its recommendation
that the Federal funds should be distributed to the several states on the
basis of their relative need.
I do not need to tell you that the determination of the relative
needs of the several states in elementary and secondary education is a
very complicated problem. The committee did not feel that any group
of people. including its own members, or even the United States Senate
and the House of Representatives are wise enough to develop a permanent valid formula to be written into the law for the distribution of
federal funds to the several states on the basis of need . Indeed the committee harbored the suspicion that if the matter were left to Congress
the distribution might be on the old pork barrel basis. The committee
concluded therefore that "the statute providing for the proposed grants
should avoid the specification in exact -detail of any formula for the
allocation of the funds to the states but should specify instead the
general procedures to be followed and the policies to be considered controlling."
The matter of determining the relative educational needs of the
states is left to the U. S. Commissioner of Education within severe
limitations and with the advice of the chief state school officers of the
several states. An objective formula is to be developed first out of the
number of children in each state from five to nineteen years to be served,
as modified by such factors as sparsity of population and the proportion of children in elementary and secondary schools respectively, and
secondly, out of the relative financial ability of the several states as
determined by the U. S. Treasury Department from such factors as per
capita wealth, per capita income, amount of retail sales and the revenue
that could be raised from a uniform tax plan in all the states. In ,other
words, the plan is flexible and subject to constant improvement as a
result of experience over the years.
The committee believes that it has found a method of distributing
Fed~ral funds for the support of education which avoids the political, in!lex1ble and_ costly methods found in many of our present laws and ,that
1t has substituted therefore an economical and flexible system determined by Federal and State educational officials which may well set the
pattern for similar legislation involving Federal grants to the states.
And now may I address myself to one of the chief issues which
the report has raised. I do so by quoting from a recent statement made
by. the p_ean of the College of Education in one of oui, prominent state
un_1vers1t1es. To the objective of lessening inequalities for education,
said he, should be added another reading as follows: "to provide a
means whereby the Federal government might determine more completely the program of education within the several states in the in-
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terests of efficiency and greater equality of educational opportunity as
interpreted by officials of the Federal Government."
And so out comes the bogey of Federal control in education. From
time immemorial the American people have been against Feder.al control in education. They reserved education to the states in the Federa1
constitution. Everybody has been against it. In fact, I can't remember
ever having met a man or woman who wasn't opposed to Federal control
of education. I have been against it - so much against it in fact that as
a member of the National Advisory Committee on Education, directed
by the late Henry Suzzallo, as one of a small minority I voted against - and I would still vote against - the establishment of a Federal department of education.
I do not therefore-question the sincerity of most of the people who
inveigh against Federal control in education. Indeed any departure
from so well established a principle may well be taken only after the
most careful consideration. I wish merely to question their judgment
as to both the reasonableness and the inevitability of Federal control
in education following the economic changes which have made Federal
aid to education necessary. I 1th ink the time has come therefore to stop
this business of crying wolf, wolf, in general, and to face the matter
realistically. as the Advisory Committee frankly attempted to do in the
following statement: "There must be a limited amount of control
directed principally at honesty, legality and efficiency in the expenditure of Federal funds."
What Federal controls therefore are sea1ionable and desirable to
accompany Federal aid to education? Equally, if not morD important.
what kind of Federal control is not desirable?
From the point of view of the committee the desirable Federal
controls, both external in nature, are as follows: (1) auditing and reporting; (2) those special provisions designed to improve 1he educational
situation.
To the first of these requirements, namely: auditing accounts and
reporting educational statistics, there is usually no disagreement and
one is tempted to pass on without further discussion. But the matter
i~ not so simple as that. Many people sincerely believe that the function of auditing all types of Federal disbursements, including those
for education, should be concentrated exclusively in the office of the
Comptroller General. Experience in the past few years seems to argue
eloquently against this concentration of power in education and all other
aspects of the government's work. The reason is in large part that unless th~ Federal dollar is followed through to its ultimate expenditure
on the Job by one who is familiar both with good accounting and secondly
the purposes to be attained, there will be waste, inefficiency and even
occasional dishonesty. The waste of the land grants in most of the
states under' the Morrill Act of 1862 is eloquent testimony. Moreover
t~e purpose of a law may be all but disregarded by the local jurisdict10_n even when the states presumably set up adequate safeguards.
Witness the situation in the southern states where there are state funds
for distribution to the counties for the support of schools and where in
most cases the constitutions provide that these funds shall be distributed
to the counties on the basis of child population without distinction between the races. Yet when these funds reach the counties little if any
attention is frequently paid to an equitable distribution of these funds
bet:ve~n the schools for white and colored children respectively. The
plam mtent of the state's fundamental law is wholly disregarded at the
only point where it can really be effective. I need not press the matter
~urt~er perhaps to bring out the fact that the simple process of auditmg 1s an important function, especially when one concludes, as did the
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committee, that the Federal bill appropriating mon~J; for the support
of education must include a Federal control requmng the equitable
division of Federal funds without diminishing present state and local
support between white and colored schools.
I wish now to speak to Federal controls which involve improvement_in
education through Federal aid; but immediately I hear someone raise
the fund amental question as to what right the_ Federal Gov~rnment ~as
to be interested in the question as to whether improvement m educat10n
does in fact follow Federal aid. Well, of course, I submit foat unless we
can look forward to something of this character the whole business is
foolish and futile. Yet I assure you that the mere handing out of money
to the states without any strings attached to it, as one hears demanded
so frequently, gives little if any assurance of r emoving inequalities on
the one hand, or improving the quality of education on the other. I have
already mentioned what has happened in the southern states relative to
the distribution of state and even Federal funds between the whites
and the colored. For years the state of Texas has distributed considerable sums of money to the localities for the support of education. The
localities have taken it freely, have in a large proportion of instances
added nothing themselves to the state funds, and as a result have some
of the most inferior schools in the country. Now just to show you that
I have nothing against Texas, the state of New York some years ago
began the distribution of a large sum of money to the localities for the
support of the schools and thus preserved indefinitely a considerable
number of ineffective one-room schools which otherwise would have
found it necessary to take the desirable step of consolidating. My
friend s, it is all right to shout thoughtlessly against Federal control but
for one to demand loudly that the Federal Government make Federal aid
1uocessary without assuring itself that the money is being honestly ex
pended toward the improvement of the educational situation within the
states simply doesn't work.
I must now allow myself to talk in general terms. What kind of
improvements in education can be had through Federal aid where Federal
control is effective and justifiable? I will give you an example from
several which the committee recommended.
Educators unanimously
agree thct we have far too many small school districts and rickety oneroom school buildings in this country. They are expensive and ineffective to a shocking degree, entirely out of keeping with modern progress.
Yet we know from our experience with the P. W. A. that a great many
school districts will take Federal funds and commit the same old mistakes all over again in the construction of school buildings, if they
are allowed to do so. The Advisory Committee did not think that such
a waste of public money should be allowed in the name of preserving
local autonomy in education. Accordingly it is recommended that the
states draw up comprehensive plans providing for the reorganization of
schOol districts into larger and more effective units where possible, before the Federal Government, through the U. S. Office of Education
m'.1de moner avail_able for. the construction of school buildings. I sub~
m1t that this requirement 1s reasonable and desirable and that it will in
fact, if enacted into law, result in the improvement of education rather
than the doubtful results to be had from handing over Federal money
without any strings attached.
The committee made similar recommendations relative to teacher
education, rural libraries, state departments of education and adult
e~uc~tion. That improvement in these aspects of the educational situation 1s a\so long overdue, no one will deny. Federal aid with some accompanymg _F~deral control appears to be our best assurance at present for reahzmg these needs.
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Now I asserted a few moments ago that there were undesirable
Federal controls in education of equal. if not greater importance,_ than..
those to be desired when Feder;:il aid to education is made available.
Listen to what the committee had to say on this subject: "The joint
plans (between the Federal Government and the states) should not be
allowed to include any prescriptions whatever with respect to local
managE>ment of schools, content of the educat.io_nal program, O! the proces es of education. Federal statutes and Jomt plans relating to all
forms of education under state and local auspices should reserve explicitly to state and local agencies the administr:ition of sch?o_ls, determination of the content and processes of education, and dec1s10n as to
the best uses of the allotments of Federal funds within the type of expenditure for which Federal funds may be available-"
I wonder if you do not agree with me that that statement has a
ring of sincerity in it, that when taken with the committee's condemnation of Federal administration of local school situations through the
Smith-Hughes law it is convincing, and that the committee has in fact
put its finger unerringly on the kind of Federal control in education
we do not want, namely: the control of local management of schools,
the content of the educational program and the processes of education.
Such a step would indeed reduce us to a totalitarian state where orders
as to what we taught and how would be issued from Washington. No
one, including the members of the Advisory Committee on Education,
wishes to take a single step which would have such a calamitous
result.
The members of the President's Advisory Committee on Education
believe that we can have the advantages and benefits of Federal aid to
education with reasonable external requirements and yet set up the
necessary safeguards for the preservation of state and local autonomy
in the administration of schools. In fact, we believe that "the general
principle of cooperation between the Federal government and the states,
without coercion by either party, should dominate legislation providing
for Federal grants." There is no reason why this should not be the
case. We, the citizens, are the source of power and authority in both the
states and the nation. We should use each agency to attain our ends
exactly as it i capable of being used. The states and the Federal
government united can make democracy work through education.
Divided it can fall.

* l'resident. the American Council on Education,

ew York City.

The Committee on Findings submitted the following report to the
conference:
1.

AIMS A D OBJECTIVES: We cannot emphasize too often the
need for a restatement of the aims and objectives of egro landgrant colleges in terms of changing educational demands and
needs of the race. Along with this, there should be a more thorough study of Negro life in the South than has yet been made.
(a) We, therefore, urge each member college to cooperate with
agencies studying reorganization of curricula and function of
scho?I ,, ith the ide~ of bringing about greater adaptability of
curricula to needs with renpect to regions, job opportunity culture an_d responsibility in citizenship. (b) Caution is necess~ry in
advancing the work of our member colleges into the fields of
graduate study. Long-range educational programs based upon
urgent needs should be projected and re-evaluated at each pro-
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gress stage. Financies and facilities adequate to support a graduate curricula should be assured before graduate work is attempted.
2.

CONSUMER EDUCATION: In keeping with the general trends
in American life we have been teaching mainly how to produce.
With numerous modern scientific developments the power to produce has outgrown the ability and capacity to consume; therefore, all phases of consumer education should be made available
to all students in our member colleges.

3.

HEALTH PROBLEMS OF NEGROES: Until recent years practically all matters of health have been left to the practicing physician, but today no college should consider its program complete
without a reasonably compresensive health program. A definite
minimum student health service program should include: (1) Instruction in health education; (2) Individual examinations; (3)
tubercular tests and X-ray positive reactions; (4) Wassermann's
tests with treatment for affected students; (5) adequate clinical
equipment for dental hygiene service. The parent organizations,
churches, boards of health and other civic and social agencies
should be urged to cooperate in such a program.

4.

EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE : If the college is to perform its full responsibility to the student it must
follow up well-directed undergraduate programs of guidance with
efficient job placement efforts. Any plan to solve the problem
of unemployment must include the schools, the home, churches
and civic organizations as cooperating units.

5.

ADULT EDUCATION:
Adults of the Negro population are
buyers, producers and consumers of goods. They are homemakers and parents, and as such make choices which affect the
welfare of themselves and their childern. Upon them and upon
other similar groups rest the power and authority of our selfgoverning society. The degree of the lack of general training
and of the elemental needs of consumer education in the Negro
group is astounding and calls for the inauguration of special
educational programs for adults in our member colleges.

6.

IMPROVEMENT OF RURAL LIFE:
ine and a quarter million of the Negro population live in the South, which is essentiaJly rural and agricultural. In ten of the southern states involved, the income of farm families is less than half that of the
average of the remaining 38 states. The improvement of rural
life must include: Increased income; education for wiser use of
income received; and the development of a higher sense of civic
and social responsibility on the pal't of the people. Following
these will come better housing, health, improved child life and
happier rural people. The colleges must strive to train rural
workers with larger vision, deeper social consciousness and
greater responsibility.

7.

FEDERAL AID: Federal aid, a charter basis of the land-grant
colleges, should be continuously evaluated in view of the aims and
objective of the institutions. Our efforts should be directed
tow~rd securing equitable distribution of established funds. A
conc1 ~ picture of the financial status of egro land-grant colleges m terms of federal funds should be clearly set forth and
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widely distributed . Current proposals for increased. federal aid t o
education in the states seems to offer one effective remedy te>
exi ting educational inequalities within states and between states These proposals merit our support.

s.

THE STUDENT: Advantage should be taken of increasing opportunities for enriching the life of students. Close attenti~rI
should be given to utilizing the service values
(1) Non-academic
or vocational s rvice programs; (2) non-credit courses ; and (3)
co-curricula activities, formerly known as extra-curricula.

ot

9.

THE FACULTY:
Stronger administrative concern should be
directed toward the improvement of the cenditions of faculty
service. The profe sional development of the facdty is necessary
for institutional advancement. Quite generally the faculties of
our member colleges are yet to receive the benefits of provisions
for satisfactory tenure, sabbatical leave, exchange professorship,
retirement, for opportunities for personal and professional development in the larger avenues of life which extend beyond the
campus, for adequate health, housing, insurance, income programs which will establish them as stable members in society, for
opportunity to experiment in new teaching techniques and for
other requisites of a professional status necessary to establish
them as leaders whom alert students will emulate.

10.

PRACTICAL APPROACHES:
The Negro land-grant colleges
should continuously stress practical approaches to everyday problems in all instructional procedure. Problems in business. labor.
economics, community organization, politics, ballot, cooperative
bargaining and citizenship offer challenging instructional opportunities for modern training programs.

11.

SERVICE OCC PATIONS: Our college programs should be so
expanded as to hasten the evolution of menial tasks and domestic
work through service training programs, into positions of greater
respectability and remuneration.

12.

NYA PROGRAMS: The programs of the ational Youth Administration and the C C C offer valuable suggestions from which the
college should work out new educational techniques which would
give functional meaning to training offered along apprenticeship
lines. Problems incident to housing alone offer a wide field for
training programs in important occupations.

13. LO GER PROGRAMS:
Longer training programs of great
adjustability and flexibility hould be provided for students who
can not in continuity complete the traditional four-year college
program. Such programs would serve e pecially students whose
income for education i inadequate or uncertain.
14.

WAGE A D HO R LEGISLATIO : Recent federal acts, as
they effect the
egro worker, make more urgent the need of
s~udy and work ?~ the land-grant college in the field of occupations. The cond1t1oi: of the egro worker is not generally improved b~ the _remedial legisl~tion now mentioned since the type
of work m which the Negro 1s most engaged are not included in
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this legislation. Because of this the security of the Negro worker
becomes an urgent problem for consideration by our member colleges.
15.

SERVICE PROGRAMS: Upon the basis of aims and objectives
our institutions should develop status as service institutions functioning as agencies of the state and the federal governments.
College facilities should be opened for greater educational use by
the public in general and by the people of the college community
in particular. Rural populations especially should be encouraged
to make full use of institutional services. Extension service with
the aid of experiment stations or substations would enhance the
possibility of these services .

16.

WORLD PROBLEMS : Peace is necessary for valuable progress
among men and nations. Our colleges stand for democracy and
decry the denial of the common rights of life to individuals of
groups of people anywhere.
A constructively participating
minority group, fully integrated into a nation's social fabric, is
basic to any nation's succe~s and progress.

17.

APPLICATION OF FINDINGS: In the projection of educational
programs by our member colleges the incorporation, if advisable, of
these findings is respectfully urged.

W. R . BANKS
ARTHUR HOWE
Wm. H . BELL .
F. D. BLUFORD
R. B. ATWOOD

